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NO IORN Ur SIRED'S NUPTIALS WERE PATROL BEATS
- FOR this wiNi[R1 BRILLIANT EPAllieTELY
BOARD OF WORKS ORDERS CONTRACTOR TO EITHER
DOUBLE HIS FORCE TO COMPLETE THE IMPROVEMENTS
WITHIN SPECIFIED TIME, OR SEE THAT NO PART OF
HIGHWAYS ARE TORN UP THAT CANNOT BE FINISHED BY
COLD WEATHER—NO SIGNS WILL BE ALLOWED ON1
POLES, OR PERMITTED TO STAND UPON THE PUBLIC
SIDEWALKS.
In order not to get caught and in
convenience .the publk as exiated, for
the past winter or two, the board ot
public works yesterday alter-nos due
Log its weekly meeting direeted a
letter to the Memphis Asphalt and
Paving compane, ordering this con
cern to immediately Couble its forct
;of laborers employed on the storm
sewers, brick streets and concrete
sidewalks being put low on First
bong Broadway to Washington, on
Washington from First to Third. and
on Second from Kentucky avenue to
Washington This Incrasc in the
force is to be made so the company
can get finished by the time atipu-
toted its colltract for this improve-
ment If the company *ads St cannot
finiab the etire work within the time
specified in their agreement with the
city. the contractor is to see that no
street is left in a torn-up conditioa
when extremely cold weather arrive*.
erbich prevents further work on' 'be
sewer. streets and sidewalks. The
board of works give., this order
so no thoroughfare will be torn up
sad have to be abandoned when cold
weather arrives and remain in that
impassable condition tbroilagb the
wiener season Last winter consider-
able trouble was had in this respect on
Keritocky avenue, and the winter be-
or Broadway, %here the side-
walks were excavanot for and awn
left until the flowing spriag before
the concrete could be laid. The
board will tolerate nothing of this
nature, and warns the contactors to
either double their force IA_ rash
thins to completion befiiie the bad
40
FASHIONABLE EVENT LAST
EVENING AT FIRST CHRIS-
TION CHURCH.
SOCIETY WAS OUT
ENMASSE ATTENDING
MISS kUBYE CORBETT AND
MR CH..RLES W. THOMP-
SON UNITED.
period, or see that there is torn up
po core ,of the thoroughfarea than
can be finished by time winter lances After the Ceremony the Couple Re.
the laborers off the work. ceived at the Residence of Hon
The Independent Telephone corn- and Mrs. Hal Corbett.
paoy was given .permission by the
board to put 4 new anchor on Ten-
nessee between Twelfth and Thir-
teenth streets in place of the old one maitY seasons in this city was the
that has becom disarrangd. To this :trials last evening of Miss iteoye
Corlett arid Mr. Charles ae Teamo-company the board sold aoo paving,
son, pro of this city's most prominentbrick for use in replacing the brick
street at Fifth and Jefferson where the nous% people, who were united it the
otelephone people tore it up in putting holy bonds of wedlock in re,enoe of
'an exeeedingly fashionable :ooiseursedown the underground conduit ex-
gatherer+ at the First Christi.oi chttelttension that was-hid-up Newth
no) feet bowel Jeferson. on Seventh and Jefferson streets So-
The tight .company was. empowered cony was out enmasse and combined
to put a gas shut-off box in the pave
ment fronting Lang Bros drug store
at Second and Broadway
Superintendent Kebbler, of the
city's electric light plant, was directed
to get up a list showing what dty
light poles had been shifted in his
rearrangement of the city lighting
with the numerous friends of the con-
tracting pair, heart to overflowing the
spacious aut!.torium and gallery of
the elegant edifice.
The elegant interior of the church
presented a dream of beauty with its
profuse floral decorations, the choir
stall being a complete embankment
service in preparing for the new of ferns that covered that portion of
lights The street inspector is to take t•,.auditorium, while the chancel
this list and have „paired the holes; wile an attractive bow ee of beauty
and had places left in the public side- with its clustered arrangements of
walks and streets smilax, draped over where the happy
I Street inspector Alonzo Elliott was Pair stood • The eolunmf suPPortind
thc gallery were artistically draped
with smilax also.
The church was paceed to conges.
uon wheat the bridal party arrived at
the appointed hour, 8:30.0'clock. The
march to the altar was lead by
Messrs Charles Alcott and Arthur Y
Minim, down the center aisle, pre-
ceding Miss Pauline Purcell of LeX-
ington. Thin came Dr. Charles R
Lightfoot and Mr. Richard Rudy,
followed by Miss Jeanette Campbell.
who in turn was followed by Messrs
Nolan Van Culin and Douglas Nash
Miss Mary Belle Taylor next came,
followed by Messrs. Louis Rieke, Jr..
and Wallace Weil Miss Elizabeth
Sinnott next, and then Dr. J. Q.
Taylor alone Little Misses Lucye
Orerbey and Hannah • Corbett, the
UMW girIs. preceded Mrs. Henry
Ritlbe-the matron of hono., who was
d by Miss Faith Langstaff. the
of honor. Then came the
*arming bride leaning upon the arm
of her brother, Hon. Jacob Corbett of
Ky The ladies of the
bridal party mounted the chancel,
, while the gentleman encircled it. At
the altar the fair one was met by the
groom, who entered from the door
to left of chancel, accompanied by his
best man, Mr. Horace W. Shinn.
While the sweet music pealed fort
(torn the pipe organ. under touch of
Mr. Owen Tully, Rev. W. E. Cave,
of the First Presbyterian church, per-
formed the "ring ceremony" and
pronounced the happy pair man and
wife.
After the wedding Mr. and Mrs.
Thompson entertained their friends
with an elaborate reeeetion at the
residence of the bride's brother, Hon.
Hal S. Corbett of North Eighth near
Monroe streets. There they received
throngs of their friends who greeted
the couple with the compliments of
the evening, and wished for both the
happy and prosperous marital career
merited.
The beautiful bride looked exquisite
in a costume of pure white, while
dropping from her head was a long
bridal veil of much elegance. In her
hands. she carried a spray briquet of
tobe roses. The bridesmaids and
ether lady attendants were garbed in
dreamt of white gowns, and each car-
ried pink chrysanthemums.
No couple stands higher in the
state Of Kentucky than the bride and
groom, who come of distinguished
families and sway with unusual popes
larity everywhere. The young lady
is one of the most beautiful women
bf this' state, noted for her loveliness
and accomplishments. She is a true
Kentucky. girl of that high atandard
for which the state is ,"annous, and in
addition to ter charm and beauty, is
endowed with a high intellectualfty
for which her family la noted. She
instructed to repair the bad places
hi the sidewalk on Adams between
Second and Third streets
Sewerage Inspector Bondsman re-
ported to the board that only one
resident of Fountain avenue had an
undereround pipe running from the
toilet room in his home to the Brad-
(Condoned en Page WOO
First Conviction For
Violating Game taws
BURY ROTTOWRING WAS FINED is AND COSTS YESTERDAY
BY JUSTICE CHARLES EMERY. WHO ALSO ISSUED A WAR-
RANT AGAINST CHARLES BARBER. ACCUSING THE LAT-
TER OF KILLING RABBITS—GAME WARDEN MOORE WAR-
RANTED THESE TWO, AND ALSO GORGE OVERSTREET.
THE LATTER BEING CHARGED WITH KILLING BIRDS OUT
OF SEASON.
Game Wardelt-Y7 of this
city and county, yesterday hadt hii
f:rst case since being appointed last
week by the county court a, the
guardian of the game and its laws of
this county. The case was that
ogainst Henry Rottgering, son of Mr.
J. W. Rottgering, the retired dairy-
! an of Rowlandtown. The young
man confessed to violating the law
by shooting a rabbit, and was fined
s $e and coats by Justice Charles Em-
s cry in his court. Rottgering killed
the rabbit last Sunday while out hunt-
:ng in company with Charles Barber,
who lived over in Illinois. The game
, warden got warrants out against both,
that Barber has not yet been arrest-
The law is that anyone can trap
rabbits the year round if they deside,
bin nobody is permitted to kill them
by shooting betwen September tsth
and November isth: Game Warden
Moore detected these two young fel-
lows while he was rambling around in
the woods Sunday.
The warden yesterday got a war-
rest in Justice Emery's court for
George Overstreet, better known as
''Shorty" Overstreet. He is charged
with killing birds and will be given
a trial when the warrent is served.
'rite law permits anyone to kill birds
may between November isth and
January Sit of each year.
Complaints have come from many
sections of the countty regarding the
Riegel 'laying if birds and rabbits by
apertenkrt who have no regard for
die law. and the howl became so'
strong that the county judge decided
to select the game wardsn, naming
M.. Moore. The latter intends to vig-
orously prosecute everybody violating
the law, and hopes in this manner to
Ulnae up the illegal practice, which
if permitted to continue, would re-
stilt in the game being completely
wiped out in this section.
'Several parties reported are being
kept t under surveilance by the war-
den, who will get warrants when he
detects the suspected ones in the act
of killing game.
LITTLE BOY DIED.
Paul Nance Passed Away Yesterday
• After Sickness With Croup.
Paul, the 7-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Nance of 1e14 West
Broadway, died yesterday morning at
tt o'clock deer an illness with mem-
braneous croup. He was an unusually
popular little fellow, whose death is
deeply felt by many friends. The
hour for the funeral service will be
set today.
Died of Pneumonia.
Fairy BOGS, Aged 3 Years, Passed
Away Yesterday Morning.
Fairy, the 3-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Boaz, died yes-
terday morning of pneumonia at theft
home in the Hard Money section. The
remains *ere interred yesterday after-
noon at the family cemetery in that
viefility.
ItsCoetietted on Page Five.
OFFICERS DIVED IN ORDER
TO WATCH AFTER
THINGS.
GATES REMOVED AND
OTHER CAPERS CUT
CITY JAILER EVITTS AND
• LIEUTENANT POTTER
BACK. 
-
Captain T J. Moore Takes a Place
with the Immigration Association
—Business of Officers.
On account
low'een Chief
the patrolmen
ate and walk
themselves in
things Deter.
Under ordinary circumstances
there are ,sso officers who go together
in eadi beat, looking after police mat-
ters. but as on Halloween the young
bucks get out and raise the mischief
and then boys cut all kind of capers
the chief had the patrolmen to separ;
ate last night and one look after one
end of his territory, the oche% alter
the opposite end.
Lieutenant Potter received a num-
ber of complaidts about - boys carry-
ing gates away, and defacing fences,
but nothing serious happened, neither
were the officers compelled to make
arrests for drunkenness or disorder
due to Hallow'een alone
of last night being Hal-
of Police Collins had
on every beat to separ-
their territontones by
order to look after
•
Breach of the Piece.
Wili Long. colored, was arrested
yesterday on the charge of striking
a boy who apt the warrant out
Lightfoot Murder Cam.
City. Jailer Thomas _ Evitte. and
I./entwine& Thomas Poeter returned
yesterday at noon from bleeping,
both haring been down to testify in
the Wit. Lightfoot killing case. -Yes-
terday the arguments were faeiihed
and the case given to the jury, but
as yet no word has been received an-
notated*, a verdict. Lightfoot is ac-
cuwhseitde. of. murdering Roy Sloane.
Fortner Detective.
Captain T. J Moore, who has been
the efficient detective of the city for
the past two years, in giving up this
work does so to accept a position as
promoter for the immigration awso-
ciation, and kelp in other work of this
character
Four Paducah Boys.
Chief Collins received a message
over the long distance telephone from
the Fulton police yesterday afternoon,
in which the latter said they had ar-
rested four Paducah boys, Herbert
Stewart. Edgar Holland. Harry Swift
and Arthur McClellan, all of whom
had rim away from their homes in
this city. The Fulton officers wanted
to know if the Paducah department
wanted the boys returned home, and
word was returned to Fulton to let all
of them go mith exception of the
Stewart lad. whose father went down
after him last night. The boys
wanted to "see the world." The Hol-
land lad is the one charged with cut-
ting another boy during a fight sev-
eral weeks ago at the cordage factory
on North Ninth street, but the author-
ities do not want him if he will stay
away.
blies Stra Sisordetr.
Eva Jeihnson, etelored, had her
Hallow'estn celebre0on nipped in the
bud last evening about 9 o'clock by
Patrolman Emile', 'Got:nettle who
thought she was having too good a
time. , The officer found her out about
Ninth and Washetagton streets, loud-
ly cursidg and raising the mischief.
She was locked up.
Green Sits Up Now.
Tom Green is able to sit up in his
bed now, and the doctors say there
is no doadat but that he will get well,
despite the fact the bullet entering
his body penetrated his lung and he
lay at death's door for several days
at hichonte on North Thirteenth
Green is the negro shot through the
back by "Pretty Boy*" one night three
weeks ago at Alice Perkins, home
on Huntingdon row in rear of the
railroad shops. The officers have not
tat captured the 'Mewed ehootist
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FOUR ACTIONS
COME UP TODAY
E. T. WHITLOW CLAIMS Sopoo
ON ACCOUNT 'OF A
ILLINOIS CENTRAL CLAIMS
M'FAU1. HOLDS LUMBER
SUIT OF MARION LANDER
AGAINST CITY OF PADU-
CAH BEING ARGUED.
—
Jury Brought in Verdict in Litigation
of J. P. Thornton Against Street
Car Company.
'LIKE LEAF
FROM NOVEL
INDIAN CAMP FIRES BLAZDeG
IN WEST AND BATTLE III
ale
CORDON OF TROOPS
CLOSING ABOUT REDSKINS
RED DEVILS ARE INTRENCHED
AND MAY PUT UP STUB-
BORN
They Have a Large Supply of Arnim-
tion—Fear They Will Raid.
Ranches.
Actions to be tried today in the Billings,
circuit court are as follows: George peone message from Arvada, Wyo..
Mont., Oct. 31.—A mi.
Hathaway vs. Ben Weille; E. T. states that the renegade Ute Indiana
Whitlow vs. E. E. Bell & Sons; John are iturenched in a strong position
Perdew vs.- Illinois Central; Illinois in the h.lis and that the Tenth and
Central vs. W. J. McFaul. Sixth cavalry .sra reconnoitering the
George Hathaway was driving on country preparatory to closing in on
Eighth between Jefferson and Monroe them. Apparently the object of the
streets July sth, Igoe, when Ben troops is to awe the Indians with a
Weille ,came up behind his rie in an display of superior force and thus
automobile which scared Hathaway's '.cure their 
-urrender witiout Mood
animal to the extent that he was shed
.A1thrown from the vehicle and badly The Vie. .!( IC, miliLu -La to
injured. Hathaway sues for $2,175 gtve in until compelled, beeeving sur-
damages. render will mean their return to
E. T. %Initiate was employed to Utah, where they say they cannot
work at the Bell spoke factory on secure enough to eat. The Utes have
South Third street. He had not been been amamctuivneciitionn 
at 
cingsienyaenlnae d rgaensupPI 
engaged there but a few hours when 
o
Gil-
a pile of lumber he was stackin fell tette and if the temper of the lead-
on him and broke his leg He wants dincgattircimbestmheyn cparnopboesetatkoenfiarisht 
n
an
Alla;$5.coo damages. -
John Perdew sues the Illinois Gen- w'll make a show of resistance and
secure- concessions from the soldiersteal railroad for $600 damages on the
ground that the railroad has its road- periling an appeal to Washintton
bed and tracks banked up so high To, 
are blazing
nightthecambrip 
brightly. 
of the Is--
are
acrait
where it runs near Perdew's farm that net
painted nor are they danc-
ing! - -
Moorhead advice. state that a panic
is on and the women and children are
latter confiscated a carload of lumber being removed from the acme. It
:s feared deal in the event of clash
which did not belong to .McFall 
that was in care of the railroad. andibctweea the; few"
— n d 'snickroad sues for value of the material. willscatter a tbair8
museance upon the settler. The
continued until the next term of court.
hen called today
It is understood the litigation will betitrelbles
ranches no being cenvcrted alto for -
w
suit of Jessie Wicks against the
sed'
City of Paducah was set for trial i
today, but having been compromi
mARRIAGE WAS
last Week, it is dismissed She said
the municipal government for $t,okie
damages on the ground that the city
permitted a lot of unhealthy water to
stand in the hollow behind her borne
on North Fourth near Harrison
water backs over his land and causes
great damage
The Illinois Central railroad sues
W. JoAcFall on the ground that the
ONLY A JOKE
street 
• MISS FRITTS AND CLARENCE
LANDRAM DID NOT
MARRYNow Being Argued.
There is now being argued liefore
the jury the suit of Marion Lander
against the City of Paducah. Southern
Bitulithic company, and Contractors
Robertson and Gardner. The litiga-
tion will be given the jury today to+
decide. She fell into a ditch dug for
storm watt. Sewers on Kentucky
avenue between Fifth and Sixth
streets, and was painfully hurt. She
contends the city negligently per-
mitted the trench to remain open and
unprotected.
The jury brought in verdict for de-
fendant in the damage suit of J. P.
Thornton against the Paducah Trac-
tion company. Thornton sued for
damages on the ground his horse be-
came scrod at a South Sixth street
car and threw him 7t, causing in-
.jun as.
Tbt defendant's request for a new
trial was overruled in the suit of J.
S. Jackson, Sr., against Tobias Stegar
Defendant 'hen appealed. Jackson
got Yudgment against Steger for
$t,000 several days ago, it being due
on advanced money and for iron ma-
terial.
There was dismissed without preju-
dice the suit of Albert Sapplie against
the Paducah Traction company.
Sapplie is the Italian fruit dealer of
Broadway near Sixth, and was
knocked down by a car while passing
across Broadway at Fifth last Janu
ary.
Mary Ann Bloodworth get jedg-.
nient for $65 rent due her from G W.
Colyet.
The appellate court mandate was
filed in the snit of Felix G. Rudolph,
guardian of Albert Rogers, against
the Paducah Cohankus Manufactur-
ing company. Rogers worked at the
Cohankus plant and was injured Be-
ing under legal age the public ad-
ministrateo qualified as guardian for
him. and brought suit for damages
against the company The boy got
fedtrment for *win I. the local el,-
Information Given by Dick Harris
Who Was Not Bothered, on Mak-
ing Abject Apologies.
...............111110.
Yesterday morning The Register
published an article stating that last
week Miss Maud Frittg of Metropolis,
and Mr. Clarence Landram of this
city, were quietly married at that
place, and the fact did not become
known antil their return here Tues-
day. Later it developed this was not
a fact and that the couple had not
been married at all. The information
on which the article' wes based wait
brought to The Register affice by
Barber Dick Harris, Tuesday night,
he claiming to have just left the
couple he claimed had married, and
had informed them he would have it
published The paper had no reason
to doubt Harris, and yesterday when
The Register was about to turn on
him, what he had probably thought
was a joke he had played on the
couple, he came to this office and
made apologies for the act, claiming
he thought at the time he gave in
the information that the surmised
wedding had been a reality and he
had no intention of harenhie anyone.
The article caused quite a deal of
annoyance to the young lady and Mr.
Landrant, who are well known young
people, and the paper regrets that it
was imposed on in my such manner,
and was the Innocent cause of ember-
rassetent to the principals mentioned.
Messrs; Katterjohn, W.
H. Patterson and Henry Ratterjoh•
left yesterday for Louisville on Mists
nest
enit court, but the concern appealed.
In the a.ppellate tribunal the boy again
won end now the mandate to this
effeea is lodged here, and cowmen
ordered to pay.
C.
•
P1A81tHtliS
PUT TO WORK
THEY PLACED ONE COAT YES-
TERDAY AT WASHINGTON
BUILDING.
Mr. Emmett Bagby Sings This Morn-
ing at Opening Exercises of
High School Class.
PERMITS FOR Sill LING LOSS ,TRESPASS CASE
BUILDINGS ON DRY KILN IS DISMSSED
NOT MUCH IN THAT LINE INSURANCE ADJUSTERS NOW
JUST AT THE PRESENT FIXING UP THEIR
TIME. PAPERS.
City Enginer Washington Issued On- The Veneer People Will Immediate-
ly Seventeen Permits During ly Begin Rebuilding That Por-
October, AU for Small Jobe. tion of Burned Plant.
Yeeterday morning Contractor H.
Millar Cunningham put his in to
volt plastering the ceilaig and sails
of the new room being prepared in
the basement of the Washington
school building on West Broadway.
I he men by quitting time in the af-
ternoon had imishei putting on the
first coat of plaster, and will tho
troraing be started on the new room
at the McKinley building in Mechan-
icsburg. It will take them only a
day to put the first coat on there,
when they will then come back to
the Washington school and spread
the second coat. Finishing that they
go back to the Mechanicsburg struc-
ture to do likewise. The lathing has
been dour already, leaving the plas-
tering all to be done.
The superintendent Is daily expect-
ing the too-new desks he ordered two
weeks ago, and which are to be used
in the two new rooms being created.
Opening Exercise.
Mr. Emmett Babgy, Jr., will ren-
der several solos this morning as
the opening exercise for the High
School pupils at the Washington
building
Alumni Gathering.
The Paducah Alumni Atmociation
bolds its monthly meeting tomorrow
afternoon at o'clock at the auditor-
ium in the High School building at
which tone a fine program will be $1,000
rendered, much of it consisting of C. C
readings from Eugene Fields and 14tereen
James Whitcomb Riley. Sadao.
Mary Allen, frame addition on
COLLEGE CHUM'S E!eventh between Ohio and Jackson
REVENGE ON GROOM ":eeta $250-
Woolfolk-Bowers Company, brick
stable on Second between Court and
tissues Circulars Inviting Populace to
Come to Wedding and
"Bring Noise."
New York, Oct. 3I.--A small -cir-
cuter printed in bold, black type,
which dropped from each neatly fold-
ed uesnepaper yesterday neorniqg,
threw the townspeople of Montclair,
N J.. into a flurry of excitement and
puzzled speculation. Out of doors the
small placard forced itself upon the
attention of every passerby. Prom
trees, fences, posts and even front
doors it appealed to the public:
"Wedding tonight at Gates and
Cligton avenuto Come at 9:30 and.
pring a noise. COMMITTEE."
Into the home of William P. Sands
at Gates and Clinton avenues the
poster brought consternation as swell
as excitement, for the wedding of Mr.
Sands' daughter. Miss Kate McCrea
Sadds, to Ernest Underhill of loo
Parrison avenue, Harrison. N. J had
been announced for last night The
prospective bridegroom was quickly
notified and posthaste he hurried to
the Sande home.
in the meantime the pollee had bent
notified. Chief Gallagher promised
I.) afford the young couple every pro
tection, and uniformed men were im-
mediately stationed near the home of
the bride and in front >P-the First
Congregational shnrch. v.Oere the
wedding was to be held. Wiseen first
shown the c;rcular yoalg Underhill
syas as angry and mystified as the
others After a moment's thought,
however, he ensiled and called Mr.
Sands to one -tide.
"We won't need the-police." be told
him, sand you can be wart that there
will be no demonstration."
Ns Underhill had predicted, no
disturbance marred the wedding.
Three hundred tesests were present
when the Rev. Dr. Amory H. Brad-
ford performed the ceremony. 'Un-
derhill refused to tell who had issued
the circular, but a .friend was 'more
communicative.
"Of course Underhill won't ten:"
he laughed. "The man who played
that joke on him is an old college
chum. Underhill did the same thing
to him not so many years ago.'
Mr. Underhill is 211 years old
graduate of Yale univers'ey.
and
, The Chameleon.
Perhaps some of the boys and girls
have seen the poor little harmless
chameleons which arc sometimes car-
ried captive about the streets with
chains about their necks and sold as
pets or ornaments to unthinking pen-
Ole, They are usually seen living no
a board to which the chain is fast-
ened. Quite recently a man was no-
ticed on the streets in New York who
carried such a board with a dozen or
more chameleons lying against its
hard surface The matter was at once
reported to the Society for the Pre-
sention of .Cruelty to Animals, and
man wilkarrested. It is very interest-
ing to watch the development•of this
kind of work and very encouraging to
realize that the most helpless trea-
turesiare now being considered end
protected --Ex, Alt
Not many new buildings arc being
stirted at present over the city, as
evidenced by the falling off in the
number of permits itsued by City
Engineer L. A. Washington to the
contractors. Only seventeen were
applied for and none of them were
for any very large amounts. The to-
tal number • of permits issued to-
gether with name of the party build-
ing, character of structure, location
and coot, as as follows:
Mr Stevenson, frame on liarrihan
boulevard between Madison and Har-
rison streets, $1200.
Fo Burnham, frame on Harahan
boulevard betweet Madison and hat
r.. on_ $1,2oo.
Mary J. Walker, frame on South
Noah between 3ashman and Eliz-
abeth streets,
S. B. Caldwell, Sr., frame on Madi-
son between Tenth and Fsleventh,
S. i,o.
S. B Caldwell, Sr, frame on Jef-
ferson between Twenty-Fourth and
Twenty-fifth sweet $2,000
Thomas C. Leech, frame on flora-
barn boulevard between Madison and
Harrison street. $1,000.
W. F: Owens frame on Tenth 'be
tween Jackson and Ohio streets, $acto
Mrs. Tobe Rogers, brick on • liar
rison bets sen Sixteenth and Seven
teen( h setts, $3,00o.
F. G. Boon agent, repairs on
Broadway between Third and Fourth.
Raper, frame on Clemtirts
Bridge and Powell streets.
Washington streets, Sitio.
J. H. Edmunds, frame on Brown
between Carlton an I Loving streets.
$191
Es R. Bradshaw, brick on Nine
teenth between Morroc and Madison
streets, $2000
H. V. Iraithkat, Irma on Hays
tween Powell and Yeiser, &too.
Mrs. J. D. Griffin. frame on Broad-
way between Twenty fourth and
Twenty-fifth streets. $800
R Radnedge. frame on Harahan
bradevard between Harrison and Clay
streets, Sm 000
Louis Jones. frame on Eighth be-
tween Ohio and Tennessee, $400
HER STOMALli A TREASURY
Young Woman Swindler in Paris
With a Pendant for Swal-
lowing 'Coins.
Parts, Oct 31.—The police have
discovered a trick, new to them,
which has been practiced in the res-
taurants frequented alter midnight
by the better clam of people.
In a resort on Montmartre, where
city officials arid opera stars are, well
actiown ard New Yorkers are some-
times seen, a lawyer drew a louis from
his potket to pay for his refreshment,
whereupon a young woman of engag-
ing manners approached and, an-
nouncing herself a fetishist, asked
permission to bite the coin for good
luck.
The lawyer was complaisant. but
the girl, instead of biting the coin.
swallowed it. Despite her alluring
smiles the lawyer's complaisance
changed to resentment. He 'called a
policeman and the girl was arrested.
At the station house the commissary
ordesed an emetic. Then, to the con-
sternation of those present, 'here
came into oiiew, not the louis, but
two ten-franc pieces. The commis-
sary mired o second effort and the
patient rid herself not of' one, but
two coins of .the desired denomina-
tion. Then she was locked up.
The pctlice -have learned that Abe
has been practicing her game with
great streams. 'Most of her victims
smiled whew the coins slipped down
her throsae. while-the others kept their
auger to theruselvos
MUCH MONEY COLLECTED
'Sheriff John Ogilvie Receipted for
About 116.4soe Yesterday
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie collected
about $6,000 in county ond state taxes
yesterday from property owners of
this city and county. Yesterday was
the last day on which the taxes could
be paid without the aix per cent. pen-
alty that goes on today am all de-
linquents
Last night the sheriff mailed to the
stele anditor a list showing those
who have not paid theie taxes. and the
auditor now knows who will hove to
he charged tip with the penalty and
will see that this iS paid also eiNeti
collection is finally made. %.
The fire insurance adjusters have
arrived and commenced settling the
loss sustained last week by the Pa-
ducah Veneer and Lumber company
(Sowell's mill) of Mechanicsburg,
when the dry kiln of the concern was
destroyed with its contents, oecasion-
mg a loss of about $7000. As soon as
the adjusters finish settling with the
mill people for the loss, the latter
will commence clearing away the !de-
bris left by the conflagration and
prepare for the new dry kiln whicn
will he erected immediately. Pend-
ing cOmpletion of the new one a
temporary structure of this kind will
be prepared and utilized. The ad
justers will finish with their work
within the next day or two, as there
is nothing to do except pay the full
amount of their policies, as the loss
is- a total one, and no figuring has to
be done.
The veneer people hope -to have
their new kiln completed and ready
for use by the first of next month, but
it is doubtful if they can do this.
MOP TRAGEDY
NEAR HARLAN
JACOB NOE RIDDLED WITH
SHOT AND DIES INSTANT-
LY—OTHER WOUNDED
JUDGE PURYEAR RELEASED
CHARLES ROLLINS YES-
TERDAY.
H. W. Reasor Has Been Robbed of
His Money and Also Overcoat—
Assault Case Continued.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Judge Puryear dismissed Charles
Rollins of the charge of willful tres-
pass. W M. Mann had arrested Rol-
lins on the ground that the latter en-
tered upon Mann's property and stole
a piece of iron several feet long
Willis Howard was given a contin-
uance until tomorrow of the warrant
charging him with maliciously assault-
ing James Randolph. The latter was
given a postponement until tomorrow
of the warrant charging him with dis-
orderly conduct.
H. W. Reasor was fined $I and
costs for being drunk. He is the
Ntaytield man who was found lying
drunk at Third and Washington
streets with the pockets of his cloth
ing turned wrong side out. When he
got sober yesterday morning he told
the officers his money had been taken
and overcoat stolen. R. L Peacher,
the salooaist, paid Reasor's fine, and
he was released.
A tine of $t and costs was assessed
against L. W. Henderson on the
charge of being drunk
WHITE SLAVES
IN NEW YORK
MRS. SMITH, IN NATIONAL W
C T. U. MAKES SI ART
LING STATES! E`..• T
Fight Over Sister of Noe Cause of Says Young Women A
r Held in
Killing—Desperado Killed Captivity and Sold ai Auction
Near Richmond. P in New York
• Harlan, Ky, October 31.—A bloody
tragedy occurred near the mouth of
Wiallia's Creek, this county, in which
one man was tilled instantly, another
wounded and two mules killed. The
men engaged in the fight were Green
Bailey Howard and Jarsis Noe. lc •
on one side and Jacob Noe and toile
Noe on the other. Howard wa•
guardian of the N's boys and their•
sister. 'John Noe had moved to Clay
County and returned to take his sis-
ter, who was stiil staying with How-
aid, back of Clay with him. -Ifoirraol.
objected, so John and Jacob No
went at dark and stole their ••ite?
sway As soon as Hownoi :ouaut
what had happened. he With Jarvis,
Noe. Jr.. act out in %%glen
they caught up with :e Noe hors
both sides opened firi Howard and
Jacob Noe were engages, .14 Not was
riddled with a shot gun, dying in-
stantly. He had succeeded in firing
two shots which killed the mules
Howard and Jarvis Noe %se-, riding
and wounded Jarvis Noe is • leg.
Howard, who is a merchant and well
known, is in jail charged with mtir-
dee.
Desperado Killed.
Richmond. 'Ky. October 31 —Wil-
liam Turner. who though only 23
years old had killed one man and was
considered one of the most desperate
men in this section, was shot and in-
stantly killed at the door of the
cheer'', at Drevflis by George WI,
deputy sheriff, who .was trying to
place him under arrest Hill had .or-
dered Turner to surrender but the
latter had drawn his revolver and
gone to shooting. Hill returned the„.
fire with better aim.
Prominent Banter Dead.
Vemaillea, Ky., October 31.—James
P. Amsden. a prominent banker, died
it St. Joseph's Hospital in Lexington.
He was 6o years old and lived here all
his life. ITe was vice-president and
cashier of the hank of Arnsden ttr Co
of Versailles.
For Dr. Pendley, tele-
phone 416.
A Fallacy Upset.
• An argument against labor-so, mg
machinery used to be that it displaced
a large number of workers, reduced
the total volume of employment and
increased the amount of idleness.
There was never so mach labor-
saving machinery used in the United
States as at the present time, and
there was never such a shortage of
labor as now exists. The demand for
workers in all parts of the country is
greatly in excess of the supply, and
the inability to secure enough help is
seriously retarding the expanding vol-
ume of production.
The inexorable logic of ovents
no mercy in dealing with‘ economic
fallacies —Hartford Times. '
Hartford. Conn., -Oa 31 --There
are to,o0o young women in Chicago
who are obliged to work at $5 a week,
and there are s.000 la ons there,
too," sad Mrs. Lucinda Smith, of
Kansas, at the afternon session of
the national convention oi the Woos-
i Christian .Temperat: ie Union, in
presenting to the coovention the die-
, ulties with which C:c triage work on
iod organism' has oi contend.
Mrs. Smith inade a spirited appeal
for the efforts of all tee delegates'
from all parts of the cosstry to put 3
stop to whit,-• ' • ads• The speaker
cited tnstance, °slug women held
in 4aptisity -it'd Sold at auction in
New York, and asked ohy it was,
forts sears after the Civil war had,
bee:, ;ought for the liberation of the
)lack slave.. that slavery of young
:semen eltstiiid be tolerated in this
Country.
She sai.' •'mat one of the most hope-
ful signs of the time' eras when the
seventeen nations recently banded to-
gether for the suppreodon of this
i awful 'vice.
Tonight there was a demonstration
of the prineipe. and se:thods of the
W.. C T. I.' by tio y and L. T. L.
branches and thirty-e;ellt other de;
partments if the tinker
At the morning session the princi-
pal business was the election of
officers and the presentation of the
final report of the executive Com-
mittee
WIVES COVER WOMAN
WITH MOLASSES AND
FEATHERS AND PARADE
Say She Disgraced Community; Are
Arrested: Husbands Pay
Their Fines.
Firaniolin, Pa., Oct Jo —Franklin
and vicinity has been shocked by a
molasses and feather episode in which
all the principals were women.
At East Sandy, four miles south of
this place. M's's. Hattie Lowery was
taken from her home in broad day-
light by four women, including a sis-
ter-in-law. Her hands were tied and
her face smeared with stove polish.
Bing unable to get any tar, the worn-
on's captors poured molasses on her
head and afterward applied a coat of
feathers. Then led her through a
neghboring railroad camp. the spec-
tacle causing a complete suspension
of work.
The Woman _was flnolly tied to a
box, where she remained until a man
released her.
Mrs. Lowery came to Franklin and
got warrants for the four women, all
of whom are married When ar-
raigned before Alderman Henderson
this afternoon thee pleadea guilty
and were fined $60 sod coats. which
the hushande paid. The erisenerst
evinced no reorei. Theo said the ac-
tions of Mrs. Lowery litonght d.
grace on the community.
Watches
Diamonds
WARRANTED' JEWELRY
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK.
EDISON AND VICTOR PHONEGRAPHS AND A GENTRA
L
SUPPLY OF MUSIC ON HAND.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY, IT WILL PAY YOU TO CALL AN
D
SEE OUR STOCK.
LOOK OUT FOR OUR HOLLI DAY GOODS. ATTRACTIV
E
PRICES AND A PRESENT l'CR EVEI,O'BODY.
WARREN & WARREN
gamma
I",
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
illy Broadway.
je,\
‘17‘41WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rest Let ea build the home; yes pay kw it es poe
pay rest Vacant Ws is ell parts el the city. Nice lots es the
proposed me enewedea es Speed mien Alpo end en Allen
mem from Op tap east llee new es lemilmeet ples
wblb dap. We In leighein emend is the Wee. Ptovert, in
asemaing
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
Laird D. Seaders. Pies. andMgi. P hone 7.4.
Handsome Silverware
TO ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
IN SERVING SPOONS FORKS, POON& FISH KNIVES, DISH-
ES. ETC
WIDDIPIG GIFTS
OF SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'LL
MAKE NO MISVAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OU
R
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND G
M
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES
J. L. WANNE!' JEWEL" 11`OPTICIAN
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DOESN'T MATTER_
Just to be a good fellow
Whatever you do;
The sties may he gloomy
.Or shiny and blue,
It doesn't at al/ matter.
The hue of the skies.
Just so the sun shines
In your heart gnd your eyes.
Just so the sun shines.
And you whoop and hallao
A "Hello!" to people
Who "Hello!" to you.
And "Howdy!" to children
You meet down the way,
It don't at all matter
The hue of the day
The harvests arc gathered.
The corn is all shocked,
The doors to the storehouse
Of plenty unlocked,
The strings of the fiddle
Vibrating in tune,
And the world ;s dew-wet
In the light of the moon
So laugh and be glad
For life's only a joke:
Find the ribs of the world
And just land them a poke:
The skies may be dark
Or *shiny or blue,
But the hue of the skies
Mustn't matter to yo'u
- 
-IT01•St011 Post.
"LIVING SKELETON" DEAD.
Man Who Traveled With Circus
Passes Away at Lancaster.
•
so happy
When a man
or so miserable that he S. A. POWISR, Geo.
•dOesii t Seem to care owl; what hap or GIVEN 
powLER.
pen —chieato News. _ Agent. Phone 33.
Lancaster. Ky.. Oct. 3t.—William
Vaughn, aged sixty-five years, died at
his home in the county last night and
was buried in Paint Lick today. 
.
Vaughn was famitis the world over
as "The Living Skeleton," having cf
traveled as that attraction with Robin- meek;
aon': and other prominent circnsea Good music on
I
is in love he is either 
nether particulars
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADIJCAN CENTRAL
INCoRPORATEr
336 Irway. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
PABST BLUE MOW
BOTTLE MICR
Sold at
Gray's swat.
Palmer Noise Ear,
1- A. Lagnesareiso.
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IIROOKHILL BUILDING
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
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Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Round trip to leVANSVILLE AND
RETURN. continous passage 114.00:
Unlimited ticket $s.es meals and
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ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO,
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"Sfavril t Money
Rs a frilabfit."
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Op
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Sart Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Sart You. . . . . .
Mechabic's and Fa, mats
Savings Hank,
227 Broadway
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"W ATCH ES"
Are you interested ki a good time piece? We have a swell line
in Dueber Hampden watches , one of t he most popular in the
market We can supply an Elgin, Waltham or any
wish., Let us repair your watch.
PHONE 1E31 OLD
If your clock ia out of °ruse; we will call for it and warrant
every job in our line. Beau oils/ wedding presents in steel-
Eye-See Jewelry db, Optical Co.
some special low prices for t l.e next to days.
ing silver. cut glass or hand printed china. We are offering
31$ BROADWAY
J. A. Koneisks„ Jeweler and Optician.
movement you
Dr. B. T.H all
Office witn Dv. Myers & Rivers, to
Nanh EStIh. Rotel Phone. 366.
Residence lost uay. tIM r1604 • 1b9
J. K. /CENDECK, J. G. MILLE&
WM. MLARAILL
Hendrick, Mille
db• Marble
LAWYERS.
PriCLICO is all the coerte of tk.
sate_ Both phones ji.
R00414 1, a and 3 Register Redd
iag, 03 I -2 Br01141.117.
GET THE BM
BIS
I le.1/43[\ 1-111? 1TI( )\ 11.
• Recently Enlarged •
25.060 New Words
New Gasetteer of the World
linkmen) than 111.011) titles, based on the
West emus returns.
New Bitavsphical DiotiesarY
401441ainit the mass or over WON weed
penossa, date of birth, death, etc.
IM:bilptit:. T. ILIARDt. Ph D., LL.D.,
Comandemomeof Ildnoation.
3380 Quartet Pages
Sew raw. Sea leesoura Dhow
No edod in ET* Home
Wesesarte Csikenes.
es Lem &Mai illgall.4)0a. Priats1 tem•
Regular Midge ten tot 6•62*. s wasp.
aro plonk al WAD rpm Madly'
WS Peva 1
G. 
-Dissiimervainklea" Ellonseid ~iota
0 C. MERRIAM CO., •
Publishers. lisetastieid.
N. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE lee Nfl PIFT1H
lIkesillerev Ofike
R. T. 1.111111111,00T,
LAWYBIlt:
Will practice in all courts ef Ke
alr.1011.•• soder.
Where the
Skin Chaps
We repent:nand the ase of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never
-disappointing healing and
softening application fee
chapped or cracked akin or lips.
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and skin rough-
seas; settees smoothes,
beaudfles. Delight/3 perfumed.
Not the least bit stick, or
greasy. Rube right into the
skin.
J. H. OehIschliege
DRUCI GIST
XTH AND BROADWAY
Racket Store
YOU KNOW HOW SCARCE
PLAID SILKS ARE.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A
FINE LINE OF THESE POPU-
LAR GOODS IN A GREAT
RANGE OF COLORS.
WE HAVE DARK PLAIDS IN
ALL SORTS OF PRETTY COM-
BINATION&
WE HAVE GREY PLAIDS IN
A GOOD RANGE OF STYLES.
WE HAVE LIGHT PLAIDS
THAT ARE PERFECT BEAU-
TIES.
THE PRICES ARE elle AND $t
A YARD.
CAN'T WE SHOW YOU THESE
PLAIDS?
1,111111 IHOINO1
ONE DAY AT A TIME.
I heard a voice at evening softly say:
'Bear not thy yesterday into tomor-
row,
Nor load this week with last week's
load of sorrow;
Lift all thy burdens as they come, nor
try •
To weigh the present with the by and
by;
One step, and then another, take thy
way—
Live day by dayr
—Julia Harris May.
I
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eIRLDOOD. I
We are all agreed in our opinion of
the South-ern girl. She is simply ador-
able. Beyond other girls she possess-
woman's most fascinating quality,
charm. But how to define lam is
the impossible task. As well might
one endeavor in cold type to describe
the perftune of a flower as to set forth
in measured words the charm of
Southern girlhood.
Whether she comes from the Old
Dominion, from Kentucky, Tennes-
see or Arkansas, from anywhere, in-
deed, below the distinctively Soutn
ern line, she has the same inscrutable
art of compelling every behokler to
do her bidding and of making every
man more or less her servant. With-
out apparent effort t:,e winsome
Southern sirl gets hcr own way, both
in her home &ed. in society, and it—
as in these days she often does--she
engages in busine,s Inc. her success
is assured beforehand.
The Southern woman succeeds in
slut she undertakes, partly because
h e believes in herself, and partly be-
cause her world has always believed
in her. From the cradle she has been
a queen. No princess royal is more
honored in her circle than a pretty
Southern girl in her own family and
among her friends. I have seen a lit-
tle girl n t seven years o:d wated
upon by her fathers and brothers as
if she were grown up, and have noteo
in her the beginning of that gentle
air of command which underlies the
sweet manners of Southern wome4.
On the surface the Southern girl is
often rather helpless. She never
springs forward to undertake tasks
or go on errands that others may ac-
complish in her stead The feminine
element is hot overlaid in her by any-
thing mannish or self assertive. She
has almost the appearance of one
who has to be picked up and carried
over every rough bit of the road.
The Southern man is gallant because
the Southern woman takes for grant.'
ed the fact that he is her cavalier,
that he means to protect her, and
that in any emergency he will stand
loyally at her side. Superficially, only,
I.. the Southern girl helpless. In real-
ity she is abundantly able to take
care of herself. whether she walk on
the highway, cross the continent or!
come froin her country home in a'
country village to live in a great,
strange city. She was early taught to
how _much there is In a good cut, in
appropriate trimming, and in a style
that suits the wearei.
A Southern girl once said to me,
"We care more than you do in the
North to wear what sets us off to ad-
vantage, and we think a good deal
less about what things*eost than about
their general effect"
Southern girls are taught music,
not merely that they may play fhe
works of renowned composers, bat
that they may pleasantly entertain a
home circle or cheat a weary hoar o
gloom for an invalid or an aged condensed air is as dangerous 
sonic.
friend If they have voices they are , times as a bomb Even poli
ticians.
taught to sing. filled to the brim with hot air, can
In conversation they are unusually cause untold 
damage to their own
gifted, are quick at repartee, and have Parts' —Bing
hampton (N. Y.) Press.
mastered to perfection the secret of
success in fireside talk, for they are
seldom other than good listeners. A
vrellsbred Southern girl never snatch
es the word from the mouth of an old-
er woman, or fails to treat her supe-
riors in age with a deference that is at
once a courtesy and a compliment.
Possibly, the education given to
Southern women at large is less thor-
ough and profound than that which
most Northern girls receive, but in
the end they cansdo more with what
they have and find their tools readier
to their hand than is customary with
the girls of other sections.
This statement must, however, be
guarded or perhaps qualified by cer-
tain exceptions. A Southern girl. a
gifted and beautiful daughter of Ten-
nessee, today ranks with the foremost
settIntors of the world, and has no
hesitation in carrying forward enter-
prises and undertaking contracts that
might well try the mettle of any num
in the profession. There are South-
ern women in authorship and in edi-
torial chairs who yield the palm to
none. Go to any Southern school og
college and look over the bright and
beaming fates of the girls assembled
there, and no proof is wanted to show
that the coming women of the South
will be equal to every demand made
upon them, and that when they reach
the fteriod of responsibility and ma
. • ers and grandmothers nave been, 
c walk.—Westmoreland Journal. kinfolk
—..abamf
stead.ast as the polar star, strong, st
rene and well poised.
Southern girls are coquettes. They
are nut ea•zly won. hi! d on a
bough is not more elusivs. and cysts-
cious than s Soutlor n maid. But
once she ;lab given her troth and sit
rendered her whole being to the mao
she loves, she lives for him alone. The
Southern matron does not cease to be
charming and gracious, she loses no
jot of her bewitching personality, but
after marriage she never condescends
to vulgar arts of flirtation or disputes
the, field with unmarried girls. She
leaves to those who are still unmated
the pleasures and the pains, the ex-
citements and the laurels that belong
to the province of winsome girlhood.
It is enough for her to be the cen-
tral influence in her home, and the
coronation of her husband's life. She
is a born housekeeper, notwithstand-
ing an impression that she never puts,
her hand to anything in the way of
work. Her Southern mother has
early delegated to her certain cares
and responsibilities. She has known'
Since childhood so-nt, cres o:
cats c. st•n,,, some oeculiar family
traditional recipes. and is mis-
tress 01 the fine art of catering and
of presiding at a table while yet she
's in her terns.
When the babies come the South-
ern woman finds her ehief joy in her
nurters- She may have the help of
others there, but it is her hand that
guides the little ones, and her love
that enfolds them in the first years
malting sure for life the beginnings
of good habits One often sees a
transits: I. ation that is %almost a mir-
acle when the rarest of Southern
"iris. one who spent her days in an
atmosphere of brilliant display, settles
down in absolute tranquility to tne
oversight of her children and her
home.
From first to last, our Southern sis-
ter is a thing of bewitching contrasts,
womanly to her finger tips, pure, con-
scientious, exacting, sweet, haughty,
puzzling. capable, lovable: she is, as
have said, simply adorable.
"A creature not too bright Or good
For human nature's daily food"
—Jackson (Miss.) News
Pneumatic Dangers.
Dunne a .,-ent football same in
a New England town between a Yale
scrub team and an eleven composed of
farmer boys a loud explosion was
Wt-lekE DID YOU Bo(
OUR PIANO?
r
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Th y Make Then
W. T. Mil'
Selected This'
e and His Brgther Have a Large itew Stud at
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Accident ;,Life, Llato.lit s i.e
Campbell 131( wk.
:Mice $'hone Jew. IND
•
weAtornce Phone 726
Guy Nance. Lee lazes.
ride, to swim and to engage in any heard The Yale captain sank to the and residecioe 213 South 3rd Street'
sport popular in her neighborhood, ground, seemingly in the throes of
Her social training is never neglect- death. A bowl was raised that one of !Iihier'e•
the farmers had shot the university
ed.
In no portion of this great land is. player. The suspected man was pur-
so much emphasis placed on those sued to a neighboring swamp and
accomplishments which make women' chased up a tree Before he could be
1agreeable in society as in the South. lynched it was found that the football
The Southern girl studies the art of carried by the Yale captain bad ex-
dress She wears her clothes with ploded, the force of the shock taking
the grace of the lily or the rove, and the player's breath away for 1 time.
you shall see her as captivating in a Apologies were in order, and the
muslin frock that cost only a dollar' game proceeded after the treed play-
or two all told as if it had been er had been helped from his perilous
worth several dollars a yard. Better perch.
than most women she understands Just as an Atlantic liner was being
warped into her berth in New York
harbor Sunday afternoon a loud ex-
plosion was heard in one of the state-
'001ne. Investigation showed fbat
one of the women passengers had
Jabbed a hatpin into a pneumatic mat-
tress. which had exploded, wrecking
the room The injured woman was
rescued, and the fast spreading ru-
mors of a dynamite plot were nipped
in the bud.
In these times ot pneumatic utility
there is no telling when an explosion
will occur. A tire pumped full of
Air baths for Rheu-
matism, Gout Nicetine,
Alcohol Poison and
i3lood Diseases. Dr.
J. W. Pendley, 311
Broadway.
Modern Teaching of Reading.
At a recent township institute an
address was delivered strongly cos-
dernning the method of teaching a
child to read before it can spell or
before its knows the alphabet. The
speaker strongly denounced the sys-
tem as being a retrogressive instead
of a progressive move along educa-
tional lines. He was of the opinion
that the child would be entirely ig-
norant when it came to syllabifying
and spelling other words than those
with which the eye was familiar
through constant training Whether
the rising generation will be as ac-
complished readers as those who
learned under the old methods is s
question, but we are inclined to be-
lieve they will not. We believe in
progressiveness in teaching as wen
as in anything else, but the present
inethod of teaching reading does seem
Advertise in the Register and Get turity, they will be what their 
moth- t 'Ise teaching a child to run before it ing happily and contented among ker
M. Nance, Embalm
GUI/ NANCE& SON
UNDERTAKERS AND FkIBALMERS
te Ambulanee ter sick and injuredvsisly
Office
New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
INSURE- WITH
L. L. BEBOUT
••11NIMIMMI•M• 
General lasunince Agency
Odin 106 Ihrotadway Phoolos:Ottace 385—Residence 1696
UNCLE SAM WRITES
A REDSKIN NOVEL
American Indians Traced Back 3o0,-
000 Years to North Pole.
Washington,
bureau of American Ethnology is
about to publish a work on which it
bas been engaged twenty-five years
It is a handbook of inforrnotion
about the American Indians, their
languages traditions, institutions, lit-
ersture, tribal relations, locations,
numbers and histo.,. It will be the
most complete work of the sort ever
attempted.
The bureau has given up all notion
sf determining whence the Indian
csme. It has rejected all the hypo
theses that the Indian is an Aryan, or
a Mongolian, or that he is related to
the Japanese. They have become
convinced that, if there ever was a
migration across the Behring
Straits, it was front America tc
Asla. rather than from Siberia to
Alaska.
One scientist says the Indian race
ia at least soocoo years old and that
it probably originated in the polar
regions, in bygone ages when the
pcles were the only regions cool en
cugh to sustain life.
As the polar sections cooled and
the southern regions warmed the race
moved south. Thus, it is suggested,
the race may have had a common
crigin about the poles. and have mi-
grated away toward the warmer
climes as conditions required—some
to the Eastern and some to the West-
ern hemisphere.
C.D.  Oct. 30.—The
The late Lord Graulley married the
daughter of an island fisherman. Nis
widow, a beautiful but totally illiterate
woman, althongh.slie has become bY
her marriage an English peeress of
the realm, survived her husband for
nearly twenty years without ever
leaving the island of C psi. rrtaininli
her peasant dress and habits and liv-
:. •
ADVISED TO SLEEP WITH
WIFE'S WOODEN LEG
C.bacinnati Grocer Informed That H4
Can Thus Qualify for Voting.
Cincinnati, 0., Oct. 31 —Ti' gain a
voting residence Harry Ernestes, gro-
cer, is to sleep one night with the
cost leg of his absent bride.
This is the advice the Hamilton
county board of election supervisors
tendered Ernestes to tnable him to
comply with the election law, which
requires a husband's home, for vot-
ing purposs,, to be that of his wife.
Ernestes lost a home when he gaiss-
ed a wife in Oldenburg. Ind.. ten days
ago. He is an economical German,
and to save expense it has been his
habit to sleep under the counter in
the rear of his store.
When he returned with his bride
October to -he discovered that he
had neglected to provide any home
for her, and since then he has been
sleeping in his old place, while his
bride takes turns sleeping at the home
,f his relatives.
When Ernestes went to register be
found that by marrying he bad lost
his old grocery residence, and since
he had not provided for his bride be
had not gained a new one. His wife's
migratory spirit prevented her claim
• ralstho's home as hers.
and* was solved when the
board learned-that the bride has a
wooden leg, and advised him that be
might register and vote if bc would
take the wooden leg to bed with him
in the rear of his grocery. According
to the board's interpretation the law
requires hint to do this only one night
in order to make his old residence his
wife's„ and thereby his own again
American troops will remain in
Cuba until the president gets ready
to withdraw them. He promises to
withdraw them when fair and honest
elections are guaranteed, hot be will
decide when the gitarautee is so&
tient
•
•
•
,•
•
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The Situatitia.
The day has passed when the av-
oksge voter can be spayed, by unwax-
v..vited claims or assertions without
the, semblance of reason back of
them. If one would reach the eon-
emeeion of another to this side of the
p'opoaition.ie1e dieldll -so the
'eLot's intelligence and understanding
—he must be free, frank and ISO. and
state 
- 
....-
facts. The time was when a
political leader. ".colild maitre. , the
stamp and say it is thus and so, but
that is a thing of the past.' lb this
age of newspaperc, and general discus-
sicn, the humblest citizen has been
50 educated that hc o longer blind-
ly follows others, or swallows waat
they may give him. He demands that
he be shown or the facts produced.
Interviews are good as far as they .
go but they are but the opinions of
th.,se who give them. Fitch man is
entitled to bii opinion and no matter
or which side he may be his opinion
e.-,eats for no more -than the oPnion
of any other intelligent man. This
1,i a great country, foe every man is
free to think as be pleases, and foe
'that very reason men who are not so
fortunate as to be interviewed console
themselves with still holding to their
opinions and expressing them at the
ballot boy
When newspeptra- -ad men
provements made in order to
strengthen the hold of the corpora-
non's. There must be reason in all
things, and the best governed city is
the one where its people are happy
and contented. This cannot be accom-
'dished by heaping heavy burdens
upon the people, at least upon those
who sannot hear them. The easen-
sii n oi the sewer system to the out-
skirts is forcing a heavy tax upon
the small property owners and
when he has paid for the mains. we
doubt if he will have money enough
left to put the necessary -plumbing in
his house to connect it with the sew-
ers. A grave mistake wai :rode in
(.oleriug the sewers to be s aid for on
con pletion by the property owners—
the ten-year plan should have been
isoopted so that the buiden would
rot have fallen on hirn all in one
ysar. When people become over-
taxed they become discontented and
things go wrong. Hence the small
taxpayer or renter would do well to
think twice before he votes to sad-
dle $100,000 on the city for parks.
Some one must pay the bill and we
kcow of no one to 'do it but the
toople of Paducah.
We have carefully studied the con-
d•tions in Paducah, and have long
ago reached the conclusion that some-
thing must be done to relieve the
people of this city. For several
yens we paid the highest tax rate
permitted by the constitution; the
republican. general coancil cut the
rite but it has been shown that they
made a great mistake for it does not
yield enough revenue to meet the
expenses of this city In other
words it takes the highest tax rate
for Paducah to be properly governed
Another heavy tax paid by the people
of Paducah is for wawa and lights.
The rate is entirely tow high. and far
above that paid in cities of the same
size where they own the water and
light plants. Thisi wakes it plain
that the only way o) reduce the bur-
dens is for Paducah to own its own
water and light plant so the people
can be furnished water, lights and
power much cheaper than they now
pay. if this is done the city will
have money to build •.fie parks for
the "poor man" and give him "fresh
at." According to
ing "fresh air" is
corporations arc
man to have.
come C2t:not
publicly and undertake to make
that the city an en-
transaction with-1
a 1
$100,000
any man's taxes
single cent. it is time for intelligent
men to cease giving any considera-
tion whatever to what they may say
The City of Paducah is blessed
sath many bound thinking people,
men who steadfastly refuse to be
swayed by parrstin ceslinft or to let
schemers do their thinking for them-
The fact that a large number of these]
do not yield. to' party ties but'men
vote independently f
ures is the befit evideate of the fact
that they appreciate their privileges
:5 Amer:can 4*w. X.enlyears ago
"The Register began th,e.work for in-
dependence of the voter*. It was as-
sailed by party. Isadtrs ..,and „threat-
ened with destruction, but it still lives
to see the voters of Paducah break
.away from party ties, and. each year
Abe number increasofty,041to- Regis-
ter: was the first and only.: japer that
.edissed to be dominated Weteentredled
.by corporations an it as a consequenUe
the corporations of Paducah are to-
ding the owners of the addlarAava. pa-
lms'. Their interests :me 'that
14 must maintain organs, and their
,oternal cry has been. jtrpoiv.,s M..ot-
,der„.to fool the peoplei-iviegn 'tact
ailaeip, 'Imo* noce.asingay foto the .cor-
porations arid their schemes. Let the 'moo stated in The Register office
!lobes' citizen :pause for one mom, nitisoo coos aa.) that every solitary man
only and see he cati'elirtrip!qti- too thossfactery was ogainst the wat-
gleoinstance wherein the two after-
noon papers hawa ever opposed any
gratit or privilege sought hy thecor-
porations. If that be true, then does
it not stand to reason.. that they are
Jar the corporations. arid iagiietst he
people? Bcth Papers are' straining
eery energy to get the people to
Watt for the park bonds and the watei
contract Every stockholder in the
corporations is out working for
t hoot two propoaiWgs, so 1.et," sKute Nunemacker has return-
voter ask what it all means? When ed from a Month's 'stay at Asheville,
did the corporations or their organs N. C. •
ever favor anything for the pecple?
Mrs. Arthur V. Crary, of Chicago.
The Regiut . nag time and again goes to Memphis Saturday, to visit
stated that it ss for progress and itn- her mother. She came here to at-
pavement, but not where the pelvic taidtend the Corhett-Thompson wed-
ratenot afford it.. or to have the im- fraff. •
get enough
MUNICIPAL
OWNERSHIP
PROMINENT SPEAKERS AD.
DRESS THE PUBLIC SATUR-
DAY NIGHT. •' ..
meet ar "
Rousing Mass Meeting to Be Held at
the County Courthouse to Hear
the Question Discussed. ,
The "Municipal Ownership League"
and others supporting the city ticket
that is running ups n public owner-
ship of utilities have arranged for a
rousing meeting to be held next
Saturday evening at the county court-
house at which time prominent
speakers will address tise assembly
upon the question of this city owning
the water plant and electric light
light plant, latter for commercial pur-
poses.
From all quarters over the city
come expressions of support for the
ticket placed out by the league for
aldermen and councilmen, and in
order to have the platform explained
and question thoroughly pet before
the general people, this mass meeting
has been called and the courthouse
secured in order to have the platfocin
secured to have room enough to ac-
commodate the hundreds that will be
out
They extend a cordial invitation for
everybody to come out and hear the
timely remarks that will cover the
question in full and place squarely be-
fore the people in an honest manner,
devoid of any subterfuge, like they
claim is being practiced upon the
other side.
Saeoa,000 STOLEN BY
SOME OWE IN BANK
Wrecked Institution Has Se.000 On
Which to Pall its Large
Limb/hien.
PHONE WAR
IS NOW ON
TWENTY MILLION DOLLAR
CONCERN. VIES WITH CHIC-
AGO CONCERN.
Wall Street Magnates Seek .1•1 En-
s trance Into City oi
Chicago.
BALLOTS FOR t.
EDUCATION
CLERK SMEDLEY HAS THE.*
FOR THE PUBLIC AT
HIS OFFICE.
OR. HESSI6 WANTS CHARGE
Of HIS MOTHER'S ESTATE
SAMUEL WARE. 2. o. wiLurr-r
AND FRED BEYER MADE
APPRAISERS
County Oat During October Issued
is Wedding Licenses to Colored .
People, and 33 to Whites.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley has
at his office educational ballots for
both the state Democratic primary
and the general election of next Tues-
day, and desires that all who wants
one 'to' call upon him, as they are
for the Public. The ballots arecopies
of those used during the primary and
regular election, showing the names
of each candidate, his politics, the
positAl he occupies on the ballot, and
other Infortnation to be studied over
beihre tft election by the voter, so
ki,49, right where to find
tSCIlisany lot whom he desires to vote.
••••••••••••m•
'94 1,416411Sid Court Order._
When the will of Mrs. Catherine
liessig was admitted to probate it
named Fred ICandeiter and her son,
of experts. Ilt. Herman 1! Hessic is executors.
Report Is Now Confirmed. • Mr. Katnieitei. refused to serve and
Confirmation of this report cairn, Judge Lightfoot would not let the
yesterday when Martin Littleton of fo* ouafifi, Bid :instead put the estate
New York, counsel for the independ- Nita the 'hands of Public Administra-
ent interests, informed Corporation
Counsel Lewis of the proposed leas-
ing of the tunnel company's rights
He &sawed him that the new com-
pany is being financed by some of
the largest Wall street interests and
as prepared to begin the work of de-
veloping the autontelie system im•
roediately. The syndicate. accosding
to Mr Littleton has already untier-
:pakten and put in $2,00ovoo. welch
"A report received at this officethat gives the city the option of buy- is to be employed solely on extensionfrom the receiver of Os. aetna Beak
ing at the end of each and every five mg avid Trust Company at tiutte,
t work. In addition to this amount
'the underwriting provides at present
years, but what is that option worth loom_ indicates the cos.diii,,,,, of af..kb* am000000. which is considered
to the city if the chief executive and a.rs there is nearly AS bad as at the _. ._mpie by the promoters df the entre-
tepresentatives of the people' fail to paise for immediate needs.brsneh in this city.
'The deposits includir tv theme rep-
'our„way of think- inaugurate proceed for the city rzsented by certificates sacred $35o.-
ahem all that the to acquire the pleat? Tbes. %sates to:. and other liabilitie. indicate the
question is' a vlhait use to the 104:-/* w:11 be nearly Spos000. The re-wilting for the poor Ila'htks
And if the 'poor man People of Padttenti, and-iga bins teower foetid only Soaffoo cash in the
"fresh air," he Mayor Yeiser and r ‘lifayor Law!: Pbank
. Assets appearing on the books
'as a libality of C Ne :. York office
are actively stern's. Li, people to esti -tor Ste7000 ;se 10e2 . ' ) worthless, as
fy an eighteen year contraceolor fire ,„, asset. sso. Leo*, Sa• been found
hydrants, it strikes us thitV these crt 'No RR %Van oreet New York
two gentlemen. as goad .1-n't-tiucipat• %%here the bank :-me•lo corsOicted
ach hank
ownership advocates, had ip Alpe and hcrne 'v.)" "f 1
"The hiancl• -•nk in Washington
loco displayed as much i4iprity in „
1 C. 1, 0: • t ,I with $oa000 which
forcing the option to an 1 . nti-in the :ta ,.',1 -1:11CSS. 1-sets lasted AS Stocks
bad
bettor vote for the park bonds like
the corporations want him to do. Cor-
porations are not only "fresh air" ad-
vocatea, but they arc Arcot on "hot
air" too, and the fellow who is caught
1.y sisch talk is nothing; naore than a
sucker.
The corporation. having failed to
impress the thinking people with the
water contract scheme and the park
devoting their
men and mess-
1 • .
' taa • 0 ' •
atherne, they are now
energies to the negroes The negro
citizens who own property and lead
honest lives are against the two
piopositions, but the trifling negro
who hangs about the dive's and has
) home will vote for anything to put
the burden on the other oeople. He
has *either morals or intelligence—
All he has is a vote which is usually
(cc sate. Who is petting up the
money for hiring men to go over the
city to work up a sentiment in favor
f the bonds and the water contract?
It is alleged by enc of the cor-
poration sheets that the men at the
railroad shops are for both propoti-
lions. That as not true, and it is just
the other way. 'fatit do not take the
word of The Register or that of the
corporation sheets but ask the rail-
road men you may meet as to the
sentiment at the shops, that's the way
its fled out. An employe of a factory
;writing from twenty-five to thirty
cs contract and park bonds. Several
of the leading merchants, retail ono
wholesale, have colic .dat thie office
to 4111; that they expect to vote
against the Oropoeitions. Many law-
„eters and doctors have expressed them
selves to the same effect. So it is safe
say that both propositions will be
soserieheimingly defeated
I. • •
t
The Mayor and the Boadayor.
Mayor D. A. Yeiser and Ex-Mayor
James M. Lang are two clever' gen-
tlemen and enjoy excellent reputa-
tions. We believe both of them claim
te be for munic:pal ownership of the
water plant., Mr..,Yeiser. was mayor
of the city irom 1891 to 1897 and
from igot to 1907; Mr. Lang was
I
mayor from 1897 to mot. Under the
water works franchise which wasi
adopted in tfl&t, the city has the op-
tion to buy the plaat every five
.years thereafter, but with both of
these municipal ownership advocates
filling the mayor's chair during the
past fifteen years the city h^s not
succeeded in buying the plant. Yet
it had the option 'ii t89.4 18mo and
moo.
In i during Mayor Yeiser's first
term the city did get an appraisement
141 the plant but it was flim-flammed.
Under the terms of the franchise the
city could have bought the plant at
1$141,00u, but the company wanted$293,000 or $15.4.cioo more than the
contract fixed. Mayor Yeiser. tried
to get the council to act, but because
it would not do so, he dropped it.
The time of the next optiosoarrived
in 1899 when Mr. Lang wrisiidayor,
but we do not recollect of any effort
being made to exercise the option.
The next period to buy arrived in
leg* onl, two years ago, iiitil Mr.
Yeiser again in office 'yet 1teeffort
was made to buy the plant. .
Now with all due respect to the
gentlemen we would ask why. two.
such ardent advocates Of municipal
ownership suffered the times to ex-
ercise the options to pals without act-
ing in 189e and Igoe Did the com-
pany'. action of Atio4 bluff them? In a
city the size of Paducah the mayor
is expected to set the pace and push
de people's interest. If the -council
would not act with them on this
question there were other avenues
open by which to urge the -people's
rights The water plant has always
been regarded as a big paying insti-
teflon, and it accepted a franchise
Washington, D. C.. Oct 3t —Comp
toiler of the Currency Itidgley to-
clay made the followiins statement
reearditig the affairs o the failed
Aetna banking and Trio. Company of
this coy and Butte, Mee
courts, as they arc nol.% ioanifesting oril • 
of 
sniounteig to St16.7oo
to have the people Taffy tbe prosiosed ar• ••-actichlIS worth), ss. That the
centract, that the to. r.'' Of depositors have beenc would now
•.olen is rosiarent Where it has
own the water. works, sold ' be ea game -is- mat so easy to diecover The
joying the fall benefits ircerif"Annic s:'fieers whose duty it is to prosecute
pal ownerehip
.„:. 
- 1-eriminals have been rotdied both at
Witte and this city ant are co-perat-
erg nub the receiver to apprehend
. aril punish the guilty
CUBAN UPRISING 
BLOODLESS1
CRACK SHOT. '
Army Officer Persuades General To-I Operator Summerville Table Aboutledo to Disband New Army. -
All the Sboodng Gallery
Prima
Havana. Oct 3t.--Major Theodore
P. Kant, commander of toe marines
stationed at Cienguegos has sent in a
report to the effect that on Oct. 27
he was informed that serious upris-
so was on foot. Tie at once posted
guards at the entrances to the city
with orders not to permit armed per-
sons to pass in or out. He then wait
leconnoitering and in the town of
Caunao, four mites to the northeast,
be found Colonel Toledo at the head
of a mounted and unarmed body of
roc ex-insurgents.
Toledo said he had organized for
e purpose of resisting a threaten-
ed attack by the moderates. Major
Kane explained that these fears were
unfounded and advised. Colonel Tole-
do to disband his men and send them
back to their homes This .advice
was followed.
A similar gathering near 'Sancti
'Spiritus also was ' dispersed.' -Prom
Matanzas come further complaints of
the threatening attitude of NM* of
armed newoes in that vicinity, but
wormers arts have been committed.
SANG }mom WHILE ,
BUILDING EVENED
Jersey City.. .1•1. J.. Oct. 3t.---While
firemen fouttlit a stubborn blaze in
the basement of the Home aStf .the
Homeless last might, zoo children, in-
mates of the insatituton, ander the,
leadership of the anatrdnoMtai, Cecila
Pattersorts sang hymns on the floor'
above. In this way a possible panic
waa. prevented. The fire broke out
while the childaen Wore at supper.
The fire department suceiceded iiieon-
finino the flames to the fklAcTent•
re.
4 '•
The fine Wincheet•r rifle given
away at the Bougeno Bros. shooting
gallery on Broadway, near Third
Street, was' won last wea by Mr. Har-
ry Summerville, the well known night
operator for the Western Union Tel-
egraph office. Mr. Summervillt made
a full score of 12 which was better
than any cdher competior, and the rifle
was awarded bins.
Mk. Summerville is .1 crack shot,
having won the rifle, seven sets of
dishes, five pounds of candy and two
chickens at the shooting gallery
MORE HUNTERS SHOT
THAN GAME KILLED
Six Sportsmen Laid Low in the Maine
Woods During the Pre.-
ent Season.
Bangor, Mc.'. Oct. ar..—Sistr!' Med
killed is the record thus far in the,
present hunting season in Maine: In
the forty-eight hours of Saturday and
Sunday thiee accidents were report-
ed.
The game reettipts are far below
those of last year. Up to Saturday
822 deer, 55 moose and to bears had
been brought in, as against 1376 deer,
70 moose and 19 bears. for the same
period last year. 'T'he dry weather,
which has made it difficult to stalk
the game, and the number of leaves
on the trees obscuring vision, is said
to be responsible for the falling od
in receipts, although game Is report-
ed to be abundant
Acivertfre 'n the Reeister and Cs
alietaita.
Chicago, Oct. 11.---Inprimintelii
telephone interests having under their
control 3,000,000 telephoues which
cover the middle western, southern
end eastern states with a net oork of
wires have at last gained entrant-.' to
Ch'cago and will begin an active cam-
paign 'for suprempcy in the local
telephone field. An Illinois holding
corporation capitalized at between
S t 8 000,000 and $ zo.000.000 retire
senting large Wall street interests,
the independent telephone syndicate
and several Chicago capitalists, has
been formed to take over the tele-
phone feanchse of the Illinois Tunnel
Company and develop its plant.
This disposition of the franchise
rights of the tunnel company , was
forced last week when announcement
was officially made that an ppalgia-
Ination of the interests of the mussel
company with the Chicago Edison
Company was under discussion.
President Wheeler of the tunnel
company admitted after a New York
cc nference that a "co-operatile
agreement With the independents
might result from this fusion and that
the development of the telephone
rights would be placed in the hands
GOVERXMENT NOW
PUSHING INQUIRY
Paid Agents' Pleas for "Pardon” for
Bank Wrecker Are Turned Down.
Ckwogo,
will be prosecuted.
Edwin W. Sims, United State; Dis-
trict Attorney, made this 'statement
yesterday
The gON cril!,;, :it has
impatient borhi over the
prepare the report on
National Bank and by
efforts of the friends oi Walsh to se-
cure his immunity from prosecution.
Last week United States Attorne_y
Sims and Bark Examiner Edwin P.
Moxey were hastily summoned to
Washington. They came back a day
nor two ago ad since their return the
work upon the Walsh investigation
ha' been incessantly pushed
lahe evidence probably will be sub-
mitted to the grand jury of November
t3. That the indictment will be
sought before January is assured!
"The Walsh investigation is being
pushed as rapidly as possible," said
Mr Sims. "As soon as the facts are
reported to this office they will be
submitted to a grand jury. it looks
now as though the investigation
would be completed before the first
of January."
been growing
time taken to
the defunct
the strenuous
SUBTREASOURERE CASH
COUNT ENDS
Only Light-Weight Coin to Keep En-
- pert and Aids Employed.
St Louis. Oct. at.—The count of
,thc money in the vaults of the St.
Louis Subtreasury will be complet-
ed by about 2 o'clock this afternoon.
With the exception of light-weight
coot the count was practically coot-
reted when Deputy Treasurer G. C.
Lantz and his assistants finished
their labors at 6 o'clock last night.
Mr. Bantz's report to the Treasury
Department will include only a state-
trient as to the assets and nobilities
of the subtreasury. the ,condition of
tio books and accounts, and the
..‘c,unt of -stoney found.
It will nu, include any recommen-
dations with regard to the sbor4ge.
I lis instructions, when he left
Washington; comprised only a com-
mand to carefully inspect the books
and accounts and to count the money.
The blame for the shortage, if there
shall be any, will be a matter for the
department of justice. 'which will be
informed of the status of the' St.
Louis afair after the secretary of the
treasury has reviewed the ease.
Mr. Frank Harris 1Il shelistly ar-
rive from Pueblo, 'Colo., to visit 'his
tnother. Mrs. Mary Harris of South
Fifth.
tor Felix G. Rudolph Now the son.
Dr /festal', appeals Judge Lightfoot's
decision to Judge Reed of the cir-
cuit courts- asking that he. the son,
be made eteetnor.
Appraise Eriatea
Samuel Ward. T 0. Willett and
Fred Beyer have been selected in
the county court as applaisers of the
estate of the Late Sallie Maseru and
Edward Whre. They are to take an
inventory of the estate* and place a
valaation on
Propoory Said. . .
L D. Walden has sold to Victilisia
Weldon for Oat property on Twenty-
first near Washington street
Property on Harrison street was
sold for *Soo by A. L Cowell to
Permca A. Rogers.
R. G. Page transferred to Grant
Bilittter".* 10a5 land out in the
For two. 1. T Polk 4.41d and in
the enmity to Jam... Crawford
Licensed m Marry.
Marriage licenses were issued by
the county clerk to S. M. Dorris.
aged 27 .f Bandana. Ky., and Nettie
Jones, legal age. of this city: C. 0.
Sale, aged 27 and Florence Hunt,
aged aft of the county: Ralph Ed-
wards, aged ,a-.of.-lhasion, Ilk, and
Kate Furlong, aged so of Crab
Orchard, Ill. The titter couple wee.
married by Judity Lightfoot of the
county ono:.
Leasure@ for the Meads.
Yesterday was the last day of
October. and the clerk's book, show
he firmed 12 license; to colored
couple. and thirty-three licenses to
white couples desiring to wed
Lease Recorded-
There was filed for record with
the clerk a document wherein Mn.
Reuben Rowland and other Clark
heirs lease to Rudy, Pliiflipi & Co..
ftir $4.6$o per year, the buildings tm
heirs own on Broadway between See-
kid and Third streets, and which are
oactipied by the dry good's people
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
First.
litecaose it irons smothly. not
rough
Second.
The button holes, or out}
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing. If
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone 200.
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Conditionl'et
The toodition of Mt. E. W. Wil-
cox coutieues very critical at River-
side hospital. and his recovery is yet
motor of loubt.
Third street is suffering tram an at-
- 
 
IECOVERIND. ' 4•1011ACCUSED FAILED
FROM INJURIES1 TO GIVE BOND
ihms JOHN BLEECKE.R ABOUT HOMER ADAMS WENT TO JAIL
WELL OF PAINFUL YESTERDAY IN WHISKEY
HURTS. I CASE.
Mrs. Cart Gilman Thrown Fenn West Kentucky Coal Company Tied
Baggy by Frightened Animal— up Steamer Teens Haute
°thole Injured People. oco Claim—Otber Actions.
John Bleecker ha, Amu re. ( United States Commosioner Ar-
covered from the severe bruises sus- moue Gardiutr yesteraay held Homo
Minted ten days ago by being knocked, Adams over to the Federal gran•I
Jury on cherge of liquor with-
out a government iicense down .n
Calloway county. The bond was fix-
ed at $200, and failing to execute it,
Adams went to the county jail.
Gasoline Boat Attached.
The West Kentucky Coal Company
yestettlay in the United States court
fled siin against the owners of the
gasoline boat. Terre Haute, for $1.-
eon • The boat was attached by Dep-
uty United States biarsh.d Wade
Brown. The Coal .Company claims
it—consigned to care of the Terre
•Ffaute 'a . fine barge, valued at $1,000,
to be delivered up the Ohio river,
Artedeed by vicious ;Nor: i‘lturtc 
boat
Golconda while in care
'Feiner Thomas Clayton it cif.1,151
Kentucky avenue, who midi?' Ifki)1 nee, Diseauarks mammies.Trimble street, was yesterday 'pork!
Judge Reed, of the circuit court.ini out near the cemetery to do some,
work, when a vicious del attIckedt eid not hove time yesterday to taLe
him and verly ▪ the mandamus suit the Paducah
fore he could kick the betas o The
efskegt Distilkries Company • filed against
se
ff i tile City of Paducah in its attemptswounds are quite painful. 
• td`41/0enpel the municipality to issue aBlond
down by her horse and getting tram-
pled upon in Arcadia. She was hold-
,..g the frightened beast's head, when
a passing runaway team seared the
a nimal.
Thrown From Buggy.
Mr, Carl Gilmore is suffering from
painful bruises on her body, caused
by her horse kicking her after she
was thrown out of thc buggy on the
animal becoming frightened while she
was driving ha Rowlsatilowni where,
her husband is connected with. Brun-
soo's floral establishment. .No lyres
were brakes.
Poiseelinft firenee eotitling the d:stilleries eons.lb. Karl H. 'Beyeeirol eaa,Souill
• piny to sell liquor in as small quan-
tities as one quart. The judge's en-tack of blood poilioning in .ltis tbs._ 
_et tire time is being owneumed with thearm, as result of a spider bittng taana .tdry cues before him, and he an-several days ag•• on the haucL flounced he could not think of takingam tWOIlen twice its natural
up the mandamus litigatiou until a
time when it did not interfere with
he regular court duties.
1
ALL SAINTS' DAY ELECIRICAL
CELEBRATED EXPERT DIED
LUERNE
...COAL...
Get Our Prices
Both phones 70
S • i
, 
LiALL
BUY YOUR COAL NOW WHILE THE PRICE IS' LOWCars are scaroe and the unusunli dernand for coal ,has
caused a shortage, which will be more noticeable as weather
gets colder. We are exclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces, ." L U Z ER N E
There Will Be An Advance
in Coal November 1st
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
COAL
1111111111111111111111111111111611MeeweeseM1111111111111eleksill
Barry dad
Heoneberger
That run-down, tired feeling is the
fast symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon 's Malarial
TonicCapsules
The specific for all mailana Has
cured others. Will cure yea.
Prise so Cents Per Sen.
BACON'S
COMPETITION THE LIFE OF TRADE
Without Competition Death to Commercial Life
Hai Hal The Long Looked ,For Has
Just Arrived
A.
AFTER 17 YEARS IN THE H ANIS OP RIP VAN WINKLE. BUT WE HAVE COMB TO STASI
LOPEOUT FOR US, WE'LL RE IN TO SEE YOU ON JANUARY IS T, igo7, TSB& PURE FOOD INA111,
THE MASTODON, THE BICIOEST ON EARTH.
• '• 1.
To My Friends, My Enemies and the Public at Large:
I bane this day changed the name of my place of business. at 16 South Fourth sweet Interim
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, to
The Home of Willow Spring
DRVG STOLZ. of Coon Hollow, Nelson county, Ky.. a pure SOUR MASH WHISKEY, distilled by A. Curnmins, dia.
— 
tiller, reentered distillery No.
Willow Spring Is a PURE LIQUID FOOD. sanctioned by the pure food law of the State of Ken-
tucky. This Whiskey is made ot as busheis . rye, Is bushels of malt and 6o bushels of corn and
the CRYSTAL WATERS of W 'low Spring, %Joon County, Kentocky. There is no adulteration of anykind in this whiskey. I offer a Sioutao Retried to any cberniet who will find one grain of impuritiesin this whiskey. My wines are pure California vintage guaranteed by one of the oldest houses in 8t
Louis, David Nicholson, whose name a•,sc.k.cd to .he label guarantees purity. Therefore they Set
another of my liquid foods made from the delicioas grapes of California. My blackberry brandy is
guaranteed to be pure, made trom the pure, delicious fruit, and the brandy is an imported Cognac guaran-teed by she celebrated firm of Gordon a Dilworth. Another *tun food that can be used with impunityfor sielmean
My Apple Brandy, one of the hardest of the beverages tri gin pure, is di:Wird from pure and reel,low apples at McMinnville, Tenn., by Henneney Rem_ apple brandy distillers of McMinnville, Tenn. An-
other of my pure liquid foods made from app....
 
-. I handle bat one brand of Beer, the parent in the United States of America. nude by the Anbeu-
MR E.. W. WILCOX PASSED is- the only daughter of Mrs. Re- ser-Buach Brewing Association, of St. Louis, Mo., both in draught and In bottles—the renowned Bud-SERVICLII HELD AT GRACE AWAY AT RIVERSIDE i bocce Hannah Corbett, widow of the limner. It may have its equals, but none superior. Another of my liquid foods, made from pure maltEPISCOPAL AND ST FR AN-  i Pate Colonel Thomas Corbett, one of , -,4. • rood how.HOSPITAL. I
. CES DE SAL My Dear Friends and Patrons: Remember that everything dispensed over my bar is PURITY/ Kentucky's leading men during life. 
Mr. Thotnpaon comes of a promi- and guaranteed by the American Pure Food Laws of our State. Thank God for the pure food laws.1:l They have been seventeen years coming, but have come at lest. On the first of next januavy these lawsTook Sick Three Weeks Ago at Hotel ncnt Virginia family, and took thisW C. T. U. Disposes "Segni Par- will go into force in the entire United Stotts of A m merica and I a one of the few that her anythingInCity Ai hie some thirteen yearsite at UAW, Gathering— Craig Where He Made His 
home 
Church Matters Horne While Ilere 
ago. He is a sterl;ng and progressive the drinking line that will be endorsed by the National Pure Food Laws. These laws are going to he
business man whose establihment has enforced as the government never before enforced a law in our great country. There will be no more
. nee and became a leading factor
flourished under his judicious guid- so-called to and is-year-old whiskies made yesterday by compounders and rectifiers, as the kw will
in.4 o'clock this mooting C r
compel them to put on the labels exactly what it is, if it is rectified or compounded, made of drugs
KC% will be held at Grace Episcopal 
E 
W 
3tr. and There will be no more so-called blends, for they cannot use neutral spirits and without
S.C commemorative . ward at Riverside hospital after Thompson of a man of high deals,• 
n
spirits—a. blend would cost as much as straight goods, and they cannot be tabled with fictitious ages
at 5  ,•• _This morning at 12.30 o'clock 
. Wilcox died in Ins private i Padlicah's commercial world. Mr. 
. . a 
i 
and names of (u -class whiskies.. It will be death to blenders, rectifiers and so-called compoundersseveral week's illness with dysentery.' hi honor and integrity always beinoDay. Flowers wiU be received be- tie evidence: I-, is a man lookelThe remains were at once moved totween o and to o'clock this morning I from every sphere of life, and is heldthe Guy Nance undertaking parlorsfor the altar. to afterwards be die-
Mrs. Frank Efinger has returned
from visiting in Chattanooga, Tenn
Seventh and Jackson St. nese 2v,
tObuted at the cemeteries.
St. Frances De Sales Service
This MOMing at 7 and co o'clock
mass will be held at St. Freisees de
Sales it being MI Saints' Day,
-while tomorrow a high mass or re-
quiem will be celebrated at 8 o'clock
on account of All Souls' Day
•Lahore@ League.
Tire Lutheran Leagne of the Get-
Lutheran church of Sisath
F inorth street meets this afternoon at
3 o'clock with Miss Atork•Sehmans
oi Arcadia , •
"Social Purity" Discussionsbe c meets this eters
roo at the First Baptist choral, ottAtk
-see iel Purity" as the theme for dis-
enesi on. with. Mrs Lettie Elbe* ad
leade '
on South Third street, where they
are being held, awaiting arrival of
some of his family today from An-
dora. IU.'
Mr. Wilcox was the "installer- ior
the American Electrical Company of
Chicago, and his concern had the
contract to put in some new equip-
ment for the independent telephone
company of South Fith ate•et. this
city. He had been hare for the past
six months superintending
non of this additional apparatus.
Abbot' three weeks ago he took ill
at Hotel Craig. where he lived. His
condition became so serious though,
NUPTIAI SLRE
BRILLIANT
••• /MEP
(Combined from Page Os)
;n the highest of estimation by all.
The Est Corbett borne on North
Eighth was handsomely decanted for
the bridal reception, which was quite
a gorgeous affair, the work of the
floral artist converting the home into
1 beautiful scene. The wedding at-
tendants were in the receiving line.
The happy par left this morning
for an Eastern bridal tour. returning
from which they live at the hone of
toe bride on North Sixtl. near Clay
street MIS
LITTLE GIRL DRAWS A WILL
ttet he had to be moved from his sitting Beside Dying blether She
room to private ward in the hospital Puna the Last Testament.
Lot /reek, and there be gradually got Oakland, Cal., Oct. 31.—Knowing
worm. until claimed by death thisothat ,he was about to the and wish-
Morning early. \
• Me. Wilcox traveled out oi Chic-
io for his firm and was an expert
in his'. line. He was tlairty-nine
tare of age While here lie• show-Other Congregations.
ed himself to be a thorough and con,
The Trimble street Methodist enial gentleman, making warm
church eevivalp continue with unabat- Len& with everybody, and deep re-
ed into met. Large congregations aite pet is occasioned to all his ac-
attendin g each service of evening'. ousintances by the dissolution. HeTisie e vening Rev., N E. VON 0'4
.s ssrvived by his •wife and two sis-
Fre nia • Will preach at the 'Seconddd trrii at Aurora, and ose brother; Mr.Papf;st c, isurch A. li Wilcox of Durant, Indian
itory. 
.
Saseoc DA WAGES ASKED
BY LEXINGTON WOMAN
Paris, Ky., Oct. 31.--A darnage.euit
has lieen tiled ' in the Bourbon ciectut
court by Mrs • Daley Botts, of Lex-
ington, Ky., i 'ormerly Miss -Daisy
Boon, of this city, against Sarah
Woolstein and .1...ouis Woolstein. C
J. aronston, of ,Lexington, ban been
employed by Mrs. Botts to proeeeute
int 
If seems,, that t(vs. Botts Visited
Paris during the sit 'eet fair, and' be-
ing a former neighbor of the Weliol-
stein family. was inNvited there for
(linnet. The day thof e visit Mr.
Woolstein lost several articles • of
jewelry.
It is alleged in the petition that Mr.
age. 
As aeon as the fomily arrives., the.
rionansc will be taken to Aurora Ow
bu rial -
N MOROCCAN SITUATIO
BECOMING PRECARIOUS
Tangier. Oct. .31.—The.„ sitnotiOn at
Marralcesh is getting,pricartions;',The
Cabeilleani in the surroundifte dis-
ttict .arc aroused and are desteciying
mch other. Anarchy is rife arid trade'
is sioppcdt Commitment on is -cut
„with .Masagau .o nthe coast. A
r'ich Algirrian after being' despoiled
hy the Kaid :n Torgrir has hCen IL i
ot,in the prison into which he had l
&en thrown. France , will- claidi
from the Majtazen the nrgent intet-
vention of the European powers. The
and Mrs.. Woolstein accused Mrs. cruiser Joanne D'Are has arrived
Botts of being the thief. She non t here_
prays for $25,e00 damages. It , is' A,
chilni•d that tbe,finit 1.411 deverOp into rtriire in
ing to dispose of her estate as she had
planned in her days. of health, *re
Louisa at:shell called her To-year
cid child. Sophia to her bedside and
Fad the child draw one of the
strangest wilt that has ever been
filed for probate in Alameda comity.
This is the will that the trembling
child drew on a billhead of her fath-
er beside the deathtezd of her mo.h-
Er: •
Fruitvale, July 24. s6.—Last will
of Louisa Boshnell—Pa is to be my
executor. Pa is to hay.: the house and
;ell it. When 'he sells it give May
Soo and Sophie eiodi—my share So--
One one bankbook, $100; May other
one. Thirty dollars out of it grand-
Remember, the only place in our city where you can get T' 7ity, both by the drink. „sm, pints or
. half-pints. is at THE HOME OF THE WILLOW SPRINGS, liquid food. ire South Fourth street, Pa-
chetah. Ky. Remember the place and don't stumble and make a mistake or your head will tell you the
sent day that you have been drinking the vile and poisnwous stuff of so-caned blenders and rectifiers
mode yesterday in the big vats upstairs. So walk a few blocks more and come 'h.; where purelipid foods are dealt to you in all their purities, at your friend's, Mop .
Don Gilberto
Math
The Talking
Machine Man
Who will talk to you on any subject, provided it is on the o ore food laws of our State
116 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
emu One hundred for funeral. Eigh-
ty dollars for pa. Third' bankbook to
pa. It I do not die I will not give
money awa.y until L die.
Louisa Bushnell.
The witnesses to the will are Miss
Henrietta Walther and Alvina D.
.Sueas, neighbors, who were called in
when the little girl had completed her
titik. Mrs Bpshnell died a few hours
:here she had signed the docnment.
Mrs. Marcus Solomon and child
yesterday went to visit in Evansville.
Mr. James Curry, of Henderson, is
visiting Mr. Robert A. Hicks.
Mr. Herbert Hecht left yesterday
for a trip through the West.
Mr, Eva B. Grocms of New York
is visiting Mrs. J. R. Coleman.
Advertise in the Register and Get
Results_
IF YOU WANT THE TRAFFIC DESTROYED
Anti-Mown Prohibition Candidate
I WANT YOUR VOTE.
- :I
foe;
lot Congress,.
Maus with your vote.
ate an evu ts to roo-
ted tt with 'oar vuo,
WI Is Is shoot It to
tato, restrict aact r -
The way to WWII-
ne nay to ess
DR. J. D. SMITH, of Paducah
Now is the time for you to fill youi coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 1 lc
Best Rentucky ana Illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent hi Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KINGCOF CEMENT,'
IL M.:4Cunningham,t 
tillteelu °id Phones: -Old 9604 New 245. - - ▪ - Thi--teenth and Adams Streetn-ationai one. •
•
•
•WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED In a Few Years Wireless Messages Wilt
ON AT NOVEMBER ELECTION Reach Every Corner of 
Earth
•L PORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND WATER COMMITTEE ON NEW
CONTRACT BETWEtiol iniE CITY OF PADUCAH AND THE
PADUCAH WATER COMPAN Y.
•.o.ing to the feet that the con-
toot existing between the City ..of
Eaducah and the local water com-
ic:, for fire hydrants expires dur-floe current mouth, it was in'
bent upon the general council
oegot Ate for such service cover-
wig the remaining period which the
6 nchise of the water company still
bas to run, ti-wit: eighteen years.
After several conferences between
ills joint light and water committee
and the officers of the water emo-
tion', a scale of rates for fire hy-
&tots was agreed upon by the coru-
aelletee and the water company. These
OWN have been embod ed in a can-
enact which will be sumbated to the
general council for such action as
etc wisdom of that body may detei-
mile. If the proposed contract is
fkr•orably acted upon by the general
souncil, it must be subm tted to the'
voters of the coy st the next etc:-
*au and affirmativety ratified by not
as than two-thirds vi (hehvotes then
esst upon the question before a con-
asset between the cos and the water
emsamany can be filiony executed.
It is .therefore worth while Our
die voters of the city to caisfully
on der the terms of the proposed
***tract before casting their votes at
die coming election. and if it ap-
pears that the proposed contract is
lo the advano. ••• if the city. then
OP register thew pproval thereof
open their ballots.
• In order that the setters may have
an opportunit) to become fully ad-
vised regarding the terms of the pro-
posed contract, a copy of the same is
"grew th submitted, which read, as
follows:
'Section 1. That the City of Padu-
emit. Ky., Agrees to rent and does
kereby rent from th ce Paducah Water
Ilsormany its soccessors and assigns,
tv.ur hundred and eleven (411) double
nozzle fire hsdrants now e-tablish-
ad in said city for a period of
*lateen (tfto years limn Ofe passage
sod final approval oi this ordinance.,
alter an election by the people a.
Peronafter provided. The annual
somal for each so sod fire hydrants.
which the City ot Paducah hereby
Egrets to pay for the first ten (10)
pears of said term, shall be twenty
lloo.00) dollars and the annual rental
Ilbr the remaining eight (8) stars
OW be fifteen ($15.00) dollars, (un-H
Itiss the said city shall sooner puro
tease water company's plant, with,
sea (6) per cent interest upon deter'I
led psyseesits. The payments of said
se utak shall be maJe as provided in
the original ordinance contract
"Section 2- All additional hydrants
on extensions of mains that may be
erected hereafter by the Paducah
ester Company, its successors or
ensigns, as provided in the original
endinance contract during the said
teen years, shall be charged and
gaia for as provided in section one
hereof; but at the •xeiration of ten
So) years from the t:rne th s ordin-
ance shall have been imally approved,
as set out above. an the then fire
hydrants shall be charged and paid
at the uniform rate as above pro-
vider; and tne contract therefor shall
eopire at the end of the eighteen
years fixed in section 1.
Section 3. Before this ordinance
shall become effective it shall be
submitted to a vote of the qualified
voters of the Oity of Paducah Ky.,
et the general electiln to be held in
said city on the 6th day of Novem-
Sao slot the said vote to be taken
ie the manner and as provided by law
for the submission of public ques-
tans to the voters of said city.
Section 4. This ordinance shall take
eftect and be in force from its pas-
sage. approval and ratification by the
qualified voters of the City of Pa-
drcah, Ky., and a written acceptance
of its terms and conditions by the
Paducah Water Company filed with
the clerk of the City of Paducah,
Ky., vrfffiin ten (to) days a:ter the
official certificate of its approval at
the popular eleetion.,"
At the present time the water com-
pany libe nisi:oiled for the use of the
411 fire plugs, which tindelosehe
• contract are rated and cost
each year as follows:
•
aso fire plugs at $40.00 ....jd000.000
30 tee plugs at $30.00 • • 900.00
331 fte plugs at $25.00 5,775.00
11
Total ...............$12,675.10
Under the proposed contract this
same service would cost, the city but
—$11,aao.00--for each of the first ten
years of the eotstract. a saving upon
the number of hydrant' now install-
ed of---$4,45e.00—per annum and for
the ten year period a saving of $44,-
For each of the last eight years
winds the franchise Ku to rem. the
NM foe 411 hydrants would be.—,-
as—a saving to the city of —46:
gesur—tree annum or of-4sacds.-
00-414 the entire eight years of the
franehlie, wakieg a tots' saving tO
the city between the esieting con
tract and the proposed contract or.
-4116.6310.61h
There is notOing contained in the
p:oposed cont: act ehanging the
rights of the coy or those of the
water r-mpany andet the original
franchise. lite city still retains the
oght to porches tne water coui-
cany's plant at t. .e :xpiration of each
five year period, Its accordance with
the terms of ttic original Jr-inclose.
This committe, has also compared
the rates contan.zd 'ii the proposei
contract with those in edect in ta7
toher .cities for he same class if
service and fine ° proposed rates
lower than thee by any )f
those cities. Toe approximate av-
erage cost per hydrant in the num-
ber of cotes mentioned , above is—
not oo.
The rates referred to were sub-
notted by the local water company
and this committee a,sumes that the
figures are correct. The list of the
coies with the rate paid in each is on
file with this commotee and anyone
des ring to verify the figures e iii•
u.ined therein may have the oppor-
mnity of doing so at any time.
it should also be borne in m!
tliat until a new contract is entered
into between the city and the water
cciepany, that the rates charged un-
der the existing contract will main-
tun. The only alternatives oferel
to escape from the old rates are eith-
er to make a new contract or to dis-
c. ntinue the service, the latter of
ccarse, being quite impossible.
Therefore, this committee has no
hesitation in recommending to the
general council and to th: voters. of
the City of Paducah, that the propo.-
ed contract be ratified.
JOINT LIGHT ANC WATER
COMMITTEE.
t6-t
Two Short Sermons an a Shorter
One.
(Chicago Examiner.)
The Rev. Dr Farrar of Brooklyn
preached iecently what is said to be
the shortest American sermon. Here
it is in full:
"I do not know very much about
creation. All that any one knows
about it is contained i nthe Bible and
what scientists have been telling us.
I am satisfied that there was a crea-
tion, and that it has been satisfac-
tory."
In connection with this sermon
there is publ.shed a still shorter one
by an English preacher, who in nis
pulpit, for a Sunday sermon, said just
seven words—no more. These are
the seven words:
"Little children love one another.
Consider this."
To put much in little space is, for
some mysterious reason, and occupa-
tion fascinating to the human mind.
One matt spent much time with a mi-
croscope engraving the Lord's Prayer
on the head of a pin—and he irritated
a lot of others who had already en-
graved the prayer on the backs of
ten-cent pieces and gold dollars.
If this newspaper were asked to
print a short sermon in these days
of many words and little action, it
would submit as a complete sermon.
important and sufficiently Jcompre-
hensive, these three words
"Think for yourself."
It would be difficult to exaggerate
the beneficial effect that such a ser-
mon might have upon the people, and
especially upon those engaged in fool-
ing the people. if the sermon were
generally lived up to
Perhaps some of our readers can
give us samples of sermons in few
words, shorter or better than those
above We shall he glad to consider
a few.
Meanwhile we recommend our own
discourse of three words-
"Think for yourself."
The man who does that is on the
road to better things for himself, and
he is preparing trouble for the cun-
ning individuals that now prey upon
public thoughtlessness.
TEXAS REFUSES TO
GIVE UP MEXICANS
Washington, D. C., Oct. 31.—The
United States weather bureau looks
forward to the furnAhing of weather
forecasts to vessel, on every ocean
by means of wireless telegraphy. "We
need an international law.compelling
every vessel to carry wireless tele-
graph apparatus and requiring them
to take daily observations, to trans-
mit them as soon' as taken and to
receive or forward Such messages to
the nearest station," said Professor,
Willis Moore, chief of the weather!
bureau, in discussing the matter. "It ,
will take time to accomplsih this;1
five years, or probably ten, but in the
end it will come, because by this
means loss- of life at sea will be re-
duced to a minimum. At present we
2re furnishing forecasts to yessels •
along the Atlantic and are receiving
daily observations from a number of
PLANS FOR PARLIAMENT 1
FOR PHILIPPINES
Secretary Taft Will Be Sent to hi
nila Next Surirg to Set the Ma-
chinery in Motion.
‘Vashington, D. C., Oct. v.—The
president is preparing to redeem his
promise made to the Philippine peo-
ple throtorh Secretary Taft that they
shall have a parliament of their own,
conditioned upon their good beha-
Yor for a term of two years. and it
is understood that Secretary Taft him-
self will proceed to the Philippmes
nest spring to witness the installa-
tion of the new form of represeeta-
tive government. March ao 1905, the
Philippine census was published, and
consequently, two years from that
date. March 27. two under the terms
of the act of congress, the president
will direct the Philippine commission
to call a general election :or the
choice of delegates to what will he
known as the Philippine assembly.
This body is to take over all legis-
istive powers heretofore exercised by
the Philippine commiseion in 'bat
part of the archipelago not inhanited
by Morns or non-Christien tr tie'
As this date draws near, the Phil-
ippine people are showing sigrs of
agitation, and to the officials hete it
is evident that they are expecting
some benefits that cannot at once be
realized. For instance, the assambly
of provisional governors. recently in
session in Manila with the view to ar-
ranging the preliminaries for the
meeting of the Philippine asitor.bly, •
is reported to have recommenn-d that .
the suffrage be widely extend of It
is pointed out here that this is not
possible, for the reason that the act
of congress under which the assern- —
My will be convened expressly states
the qualifications of voters. These,
in brief, are that the voter must be I
at least 23 years of age (whi:h "s thc
Sean sh requirement). TI1.1s: he able Room No. 5,
to read and write either g;..ani•fi Colembis Ride
!English. or must own a certain small
lamount of property co must have been
in the past an officeholder wider the
Spanish government. •
I These qualifications were framed
upon the old Spanish practice, and no
Philippine assembly can change
them. The new assembly or legisla-
ture will consist of two houses, to
be known as the Philippine commis-
sion and the Philippine assembly. The
latter to consist of not less than fifty
nor more than one hundred members.
It is probable that the present com-
mission will be merged in the ripper
house.
trans Atlantic liners. We.also receive
readings from several stations we es-
tablished in the Azores, the Beermu-
das, the Bahamas, the north coast ot
South America, and a score of points
in the West Indies. With them we
are able to make out iairly accurate
maps of the storm centers sled fur-
nish the data to vessels within reach
of the wireless stations along the
coast. When we get daily observa-
• tions from vessels all over the world
we will map out the storm centers
mid cover practically the area of every
ocean. This information we will send
to ship-, within tv o hours of the time
they send their readings and they will
have an opportunity to steer clear of
the storm centers. This system will
be of immense value to vessels and
taming to its simplicity and inexpeo-
siveness it is bound to come.'
4
LIGHTED TORCH IN
•
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND DENTIST.
Graduate from Alfortyllle Veterinary school (Paris, France) due
Ontario Veterinary school and Detroit Dental college, Charter member of
the Ohio Veterinary Medical Amociation. Will treat scientifically with the
latest improved instruments and up to date treatment all &mow if
domesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Offices Thompson Trails/air Co, Both ',hones
Caron Directory Comp*01 toidsville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah,have placed copies of the directories u f the cities named below in the morn-ing Register office at 533 Bioadway. where the public i viKEG OF POWDER when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
Oscar Simmons, r6 Years cf Age, THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTSI Henderson, Ky., Oct. 31.—Oscar,
the 16-year-old son of J El Simmons. ONE-SIXTH OF UNITED
Meets With Serious Accident.
who lives at the Overstreet & Rudy
mines below the city, was seriously
horned while at work in the mines.
The boy was moving a large truck
upon which was a keg of powder,
which was open. His lighted torch
dropped from his hat into the pow-
der. The hands, face and several parts
of the boy's body were burned. A •
physician was called and dressed the
burns He was resting well yester-
day and will recover The escape
was a very narrow one and had the
car not been closed he would prob-
ably have been killed
THREE DEAD FROM
DRINKING BAY RUM
--
Seattle. Wash October 3o.—Three
enlisted men of the battleship Wis-
consin are dead and two are serious-
ly ill as the result of drinking bay
rum. Thomas F Cox. one of the dead
men, took the bay rum from the shop's
barber shop and dilnted it with water,
and together with four companions.
became intoxfcated . Friday nightf
Friday night Their condition was
not discovered until Sunday when
three of the men died.
The dead' Thomas F. Cox, coal
p . Pawtucket, R. I.; James
Waffer, firstclass fireman, Troy, N.
; Nathan Preston, first-class fire-
man, enlisted in Cincinnati.
William Reynolds and James Hitch-
cock, the two sick men, will recover.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at Law.
Horrors of Close Shaves.
A New York barber has on a cor-
ner table a fine pocket microscope
and a framed announcement that
says: -
"Do you know what a close shaie
nieans? Br ng a friend here if you
don't, have him shaved close, and
then look at his face through this mi-
croscope The entire skin will re-
semble a piece of raw beef.
"To shave your face perfectly
smooth requires not only the removal
of the hair, but also a portion of
elve—caticle, so that a close shave
means the removal of a layer of skin
all round The blood vessels thus
exposed arc not virible to the eye,
but under the microscope each little
quivering mouth holding a single
blood drop. protests against such
treatment and see! CHATTAN006A,ATLAITTA
by close shaves, and the pores are
'The nerve tips are also. uncovered
Men Confined in Jail Must First Be left onprotected. which makes the
Tried for Local Crimes.
Padocak
Kentocky
Wm.
Excursiun:
St. Louis and TennesseeWeer Neb.
et company—the cheapest and boa
excursion oet of Paducah.
Fot tko Booed 1rio to
I Tonnes rimot& r
It is a trip of pleasure, collator
and rest, good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jae
Roger. superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
Austin. Tex.. Oct. 31—Gov. Lan-
ham today announced that the' Mix-
lean revolutionists now confined in
jail at Dei Rio. on the Mexican-
Texas border. and wanted in Texas
or. charges of robbery and other
crimes, would not be turned over to
the Mexican government until after
their cases had been disposed of in
Texas.
There are now requisition papers
on file in do governor's office from
Mexican government for 'extradition
cO' these so-called revolutionists, but
they -will be arraigned in Texas first.
The governor today advised Dis-
trict Judge Thomas, of Del Rlo, to
fully investigate the cases which
were today set for hearing November
8, at Del Rio.
a.
skin tender and unhealthy. This sud-
den exposure of the inner layer of
the skin renders a person liable to
colds, hoarseness and sore chest."
Paper Money Reduction.
Secretary Shaw of the treasury de-
partment, whd is always on the look-
out for improvements in his depart-
ment, is considering the advisability
of cutting down the size of the paper
money issued by the government—not
the size of the denominations, but the
actual size of the paper itself. This
change will be brought about through
the many complimentary remarks
Secretary Shaw has received on the
size of the new paper money for cir-
culation in the Philippines --Ex-
change.
o----__
I Sohseribe for the Re.4!iit-r,'
SOIIITTERN RAILWAY
AND
Qneen & Crescent Ronk
DIRDCT LINE TO
KNOXVILLE and FLO/Till
Brom T* Labe annerayltil=
Also to Aare*
and imam Mbar mom la the Naiad
of the SY ab'seugai Illappldre
mom, Of Wagon' ibrfe Swam
ailadni a l ti lanakag
climate, giotarsatone saintain salosa,
end splendid Issesie.
Seed two cent stamp for "Imed of
the 911." bnoblet and other hes&
sots* illustrated lilleratUre.
3. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pus. Agent,
Lesinglint, RT.
C. H. RERIGIMPOaD, yea. Pass.
.e Agent, Louisville. Ky.
S. B. ALLEN. Asst. Gerd. Pees
;AVM. It Lofty,
THE POPU LATION OF THE
STOTI:S.
List of Directorigs on File
ALLEMPIENY CITY, PA
ATLANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE. MD.
BOSTON, MASS
BRIDGEPORT, CONDI.
BRONX. N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N.Y.
BUFFALO. N Y.
CHATTANOOGA., TENN.
CINCINNATI, 0.
CHICAGO. ILL.
CLEVELAND. d.
COLUMEUS. O.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO.
COVTNOTON. KY.
DAYTON, 0.
DENVER. COLO.
DETROIT, MICH.
DISTRICT OF COLUNITIA
DULUTH, MINN.
FAIRFIELD. COMM
INDIANAPOLIp. IND.
JEFFERSONVILLE. IND.
KANSAS CITY. MA!
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.
LOUISVILLE. ET.
MANHATTAN. N. T.
MAPICHTSTER. VA.
COMBS OF PADUCAH
MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MILWAUKEE. WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NASHVILLE. TENN.
NAUGATUCK, CON27
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN. CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT, KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH. CONN.
PADUCAH. KY.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND. IND.
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTNE.
'IAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ST PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATFORD. CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, KIM
TOLEDO, 0.
UTICA, N. Y.
WATERBURY. COMM.
YONKERS. N. T.
DIRECTORY FOR
SALE:
PRICE $4.00
7
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY 'y
Register Office, 523 Broadway
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Hams Plower Motor
s Hone Pow*, Manor.
534 Horse "serer Motor.
r I Ram Power Motor
r re Horse Power Motor.
I Me USW arlatae.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
tre-reg Nnrelt Fourth Street
The Fever
Season
'base h°01, is equiegnA with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
?et 111411111171811 an pismiling and Steens or Hot Waterflasedge
S.
0.4
Ed D.H tat 46.
THE PROMP T PLUMBER. '
3eg Kentnclqp Avenue. tge South I ourth Street.
OLIVER. OLIVER & M'ORZOOR
LAWYERS
ovria: Sanwa, 14.• fez %lull
hiaraball Ceenty; Pedeesh. INF
Roos 114 Fraternity Building.
er ,
BotL Phases asn
DE. W. It 111111111111111111
(Hemmireile,3 .
Of fie 306 Broadwar—Pliose ISO
'Residence, Sy erealway.
( neati..
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4
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Mattil, Efinger alb Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
lso S. THIRD STREFT: PADUCAH.;ti Y
WI
PHANE...
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AT GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE A} PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. .IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE L GHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND ALOINIMASI Z HUES
IT IS APPROPRI ATE IN DINING ROOKS. BATH
ROOKS AND FRONT DOORS. /T IS ONE OP THE
MOST SZAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
POE ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Lee, 315 hat
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
oancs mous rapt /1111111.1*CS PHONE 3:3
) iV. exercise I :..• ;.7rutIth. 
' • ir
-4..# i:e in pthict it% our e id g:n• •- )
Cowasi,tivisdy• OW diliplay is r : • •
hiseb:•-t • 1.aidard. I.Ve nib% to eteeilk
'serf s•tion in color; brilliant fite.ah; artia-
5ie and exclusive designs.
Our present Mock cannot be excelled.
(Wedding and Holiday Gifts
&Wolff Jeweler
4404 n11-1-1M2-545•4441104-Alleenee-Akie-1-111104101110110aaellasensilloillti
eL. COULSON,
III PLUMB1M111
Steam and Hot Water !Icahn.
how 133. 220 N. Ikird
Sidney SmiLix
DINNTOST.
Office over Globe Beek sad Trost
Go., 306 Broadway.
C •Plouraoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYRIM1
11.A0,121/ to, ti and 12. COW/210W Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
MOW-
41Ik \ EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT
Dr. Childress
Othoe and Residence, Room 3 and 4
C4ilarnb1a Buildlag.
Phone remit—Pad
C, MAIM SEARS, M, 0.11,
OMse I7 Meyers SLIM'
ITO/Pone 377,
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register 'Wallin*
533 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, By
Now 'Phase apo.
SPOCIAL/TIZS:
Abadading of Titles,
Insainace, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
HOYER
Room 2e9 Fraternity Building.
Office 'phone Old 33t R. Residence
'phospe old 4114.
NOTICE.
Highest !hies Paid for Snood-11W
STOVES Alf9 F
Bay anyth.ipg nod oil
szIksso Court Street •
TOPA.
Clan Frenuokt (hack do'Vendisappeared out Pleasant View way.
MOVING WAGON 1•2'1 CONNEC- in tire carriage, sitting well lo theSig • MIL front, of thc wet on the left-ee,
EDDY MILLIONS
HELD MYTH
MRS. PARMELIA J. LEONARD
SAYS THE LEADER IS
NOT RICH.
Denies Having Impersonated Chris-
tian Scientist in Carriage—Makes
Affidavit Stories sAre False.
Boston, Mass., Oct. pee-Mrs. Pahe-
ha J. Leonard,'-who was charged with
impersonating Mrs. Mary Maker 1
Eddy in her daily drives, said today
concerning this and other charges•
"Mrs. Eddy conducts a large portion
of her business pertaining to the
Christian Science movement directly
with the outside field, oftentimes writ-
ing long letters %sith the pen, sonic
of which are dated as late as Sep•
tember and October. While she has
competent assistants around her, she
has sole charge of her affairs.
"Mrs. Eddy's financial affairs have
always been conducted in a dignified
and straightforward manner. As a
religious leader she can not be classed
with those who have posed with an
open basket to receive tribute rn.oney
and contributions from the public. In
her income she has confined herself
to a legitimate wage for her services
and the profits of her books. Through
these means she has been able to pro-
vide for her propaganda without be-
ing open to any charge of using her
position for mercenary ends.
Denies Story of Millions.
"It is claimed that there is no
means of ascertaining where Mrs.
Eddy has placed her millions. This
is natural enough, for, as a matter of
fact, she has never had any millions
to place, though undoubtedly she
could have had millions.
"If it had not been for the rudeness
of curiosity seekers who have impti-
dently sought to peer into her car-
riage it would probably not have been
necessary for Mrs. F,ddy to protect
herself in her drives by means of
shades
'I have been in the home of Mr •
Eddy off and on or the last eigh
years Since the 19th of February
toot., when last I came to Mr.. Ed-
dy's house, I have not bcen out of
sight of it. I have access to all nine
of the house and go about it and know
absolutely that there are no stimu-
lants anywhere in the house.
•"The statement that I have imper-
sonated Mrs. Eddy and ridden laelier
carriage in her place is enfrely false,
for I have never stepped inside of ber
carriage and have never even looked
inside of it. There has not been in
Mats Eddy's room nor anywhere in
the house and is not nem any sort of
galvanic battery. At the time Mr.
Hennessey claimed to identify me is
being downtown i was at home at
Pleasant View Had he taken th-
pains to come out here to Pleasant
View I would have seen him gladly
Says 'There Is No Cancer.
'•I deny most emphatically that Mrs
Eddy has any such disease as can-
cer, or that she has any other disease
As I am and have been in daily eon
tact with Mrs. Eddy. seeing her many
ttmes each day. I am iii a position
to know as to what I am stating. And
she has not pelsy of the hand. The
Story that a physician (tom Boston
is attending her is without fnunda
lion, as there is no physician from
I anywhere attending Mrs. Eddy norhas there been while I have been inher home.-
'
Mita. Leonard made affidavit that
the above statements were true and
Calvin A. Frye, also• of Mrs. Eddy's
household, made the following state-
ment in an affidavit: "The sensation-
al report published on Sunday, Octo-
ber A, 1506, to the effect that Mrs.
Eddy is physically and mentally in-
capacitated, that for many months
she has not left her room, that she
does not drive daily and that she is
impersonated in her carriage by Mrs.
Parmclia J. Leonard or by anybody
else is unqualifiedly false.
'My position in Mrs. Eddy's hohse-
hold is simply that of a paid employe.
She conducts her own affairs, finan-
cial and otherwise, today as she al-
ways has and ttie statement that Mrs.
Eddy is dominated or controlled 'oy
any sort of cabinet' or combination
is positively false—absurd to anyone
who is acquainted with Mrs. Eddy's
extr.torilinare ability as an exectitivt -
MRS. EDDY IN PUBLIC DRIVZ
Thousands See Christian Scientist in
Carriage, in Best of Health.
Concord,•N. H., Oct. 3m—Mrs. Ed-
dy, chief. of the Christian Scientists
is robust and enjoying her life of com•
fort and bears no evidence of any
form.of illness. This afternoon het
"private carriage, driven by her coech
men, August Mann. and with Calvin
A. Frye on the box, both in uniform
drove into North and Main streets
from the southerly- side of the state
house two blocks and then can
Nortiv•Main street and
+1
e• FORETOLD HIS DOOM. +
+ + + .t.
. A strange case of the fulfilment of
a presentiment of impending disaster
was that of Lieut. Spalding, in Au-
gust, 1881. When Admiral Porter vis-
ited the American torpedo station at
Newport in that year, torpedo prac-
tice was to be held, and Lieutenants
Spalding and Edes were to ;;ivc
practice exhibition.
The mo:ning of the event Spalding
awoke with a sense of impending
dieent In vain he tried to shake 'ti
the feeling, but as the time for the
exhibition approached, the vague
sense that something disastrous Was
about to happen grew eh:test ie a
surety, aod, always a coutagecits
young man, he found himself cowed
for the first time in his life by noth-
ing more tangible than what he term-
ed a superstitious fanty.
The :so offkere the.iy, warter,
tor the torpedo atation, an hal Oro.
ceeded about half nay when sirldeely
Spalding stopped. "1 wish this theig
wasn't coming off today," he said.
"I've had the creeps all the morn- Arrive
ing." Leave
\Then he hurried back. to his lodg- Arrive
Arr!veing house and, hunting tip the land-
lady, handed her a card, saying, "I Arrive
Seeine
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRIXTED MAY 3o, tgo6.
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. 103 No. sat
Leave Cincinnati  8:20 a.m. ikoo p.m. • •• • ••• 0 •,•
Leave Louisvdle  10 01 p.m. 9:40 P.m. 7mo &di
Leave Owensboro 6:30 p.m. goo Salm
laiove Morse Branch  2:28 p.m. 1208 a.m. mos aAa.
Leave Central City • 3:30 Dm- T :03 a.m. tacsa p.m.
Leave Nortonvillc  408 p.m. x:40 a.m. I AS p.m.
Leave Evansville  13:50 p.m. 4:40 Co-151. 8:30 a.m.
Leave Nashville  700 PILL. 8:os a.m..
Leave Hopkinsville  9:45 p.m. 11 :20 a.m.,
Leave Pr -secton  4:55 P.O. 2:27 a.m. 2 45 p.m.
Arrive Paducah ...  6:io p.m. 3:40 a.m. 4:15 p.m.. 
LeavePaduzah  6:15 p.m. 3:45 cm. 4:20 105m-
A:rive Felton 
  7:20 p.m. 4:e0 a.m. 6:oe p.m.
Arrive G-bbs, Tea&  8:o6 p.m. 5:51 a.m.
Arrive Rives 
 8:13 p.m 6:ot a.m.   .
Arrive Jackson  7:15 a.m.
Arrive Memphis  et:to p.m 8:20 sin.
Asrive New Orleans  to:35 a.m. 8:15 p.m
think something may happen today.
If I do not come back, notify my par
ents at the address on this card."
Then he went to the torpedo sta-
tion, and the two officers took their
places in a small boat, Spalding at the
oars and Edes in charge of the tor-
pedo in the bow. Everything went
well until Spalding ceased rowing and
gave the word to fire the torpedo. In
leaning over the side of the boat to
launch the engine of destruction, Edes
struck the torpedo against the gun-
wale. Instantly it exploded, and the
two officers and the boat were blown
to atoms.
es • •
Years ago Mlle. Lornsette, a famous
tight rope walker and dancer, en-
geged to perform for a week at Volk's
theater in New York. She had been
in the metropolis only a few days
and was waiting for her engagement
to open, when one afternoon she said
to a '.friend, "I never ought to have
taken this engagement."
"Why in the world do you say
that?" asked her companion.
"I don't know," answered Mlle.
Louisette: "but I felt the moment I
entered this theater that something
was going to happen, and everyetime
I come the feeling gets stronger. Do
you think I ought to give up the en-
gagement?"
"Certainly not."
During the early part' of the week
the scenery caught fire, and in an in-
stant the flames had swept across the
stage and ignited the filmy garments
of the actress a. she was standing
bowing before the footlights. She
rushed to the wings. but before aid
could reach her was fatally burned
CUCUMBER SEED
THEIR ONLY FOOD
Chickens Hatched Out in Cucumber
Vine SticAir Remarkable Traits.
Hopkinsville. Ky.. Oct. 31.-_-. Cucuin
bee seed are in demand in Hopkins-
ville just now, for R. S. Green, a
prominent merchant, has a flock of
Six healthy- bantam chickens which
positively refuse to eat anything ex-
cept cucumber seed.
This unusual appetite of the chick-
ens is only another instance of pre-
natal influence. Last summer a ban-
tam hen belonging to Mr. Green was
missed at regular feeding times, and
upon investigation she was found set-
ting on a nest of twelve eggs which
she had deposited in the shell of an
enormous cucumber, from which ;he
had peeked the meat and seeds. In
due time she hatched nine chicks.
Six of these have grown to maturity
without exhibiting any unusual trait
further than steadfastly refusing to
eat any food save the seed from en-
climbers As long as the crop of cu-
cumbers wass plentiful Mr. Green had
no trouble in furnishing the chickens
with the seed, but now that the crop
has been exhausted and the visible
stipply daily growing less, he is gteat-
s worried as to the future welfare of
his pets He has bought all the cu-
cumber seed which he could find in
this city and surrounding section. but
this wil: prove far short of the re-
quired amount during the approach-
ing winter.
ANATOR UTLEY
Of Lyon County to Preside in the
Hargis Trial
According to the Princeton Lead-
er. Senator Utley- of Eddyville has
been appointed by Gov. Fleckham to
preside in. the Hargis trial at Jack-
son. Ky
side, and so that everybody in the
street could sec her, there was a
woman who is said by numerous c.t
-.izen. of Concord Who know her to
have been Mrs. Eddy.
Snores of reporters had a good look
at the woman in her carriage, and are -
agreed she looked exactly like :het
photographs ,of Mrs. Eddy. The ear-
s NORTH BOUND No 102 No. ma No. ins
Leave New Orleans  7:to p.m. • 9:15 LID
Leave Memphis .  0:45 a.m. 8:so p.m
Leave Jackson, Teal.  807 a.m. to:to p.m.
Leave Rives  11:58 p.m.
Leave Fulton  10:13 a.m. 13:35 LAIL CVO ELM
Paducah  11:so a.m. t :43 a.m. 7:4o DAL
Paducah  1125 a.m. 14 a.m. 7:50 am
Princeton ..  1i :30 p.m. 303 a.m. crap DAIL
Hopkiney'lle  6:15 p.m. 5:3ss a.m.
Nashville  9:25 p.m *:to LID..
Arrive Evansville . ..• 348 Dam 9:45 aere
Arrive Nortonville  I:28 p.m. 3-.51 ILA& ICU 1L/D. ,
Asrive Central City  a*4 p.m. 4:30 a.m. Br ifta GAL .
Arrive Horse Branch  3106 p.1111. 5:58 a.m raw ona.
Arrive Owensboro  *4:!5 11-ra. 8:•oo cm. •4:35 p.m.
Arrive Louisville  5:35 p.m. 7:50 JUR. 455 PAL
Arrive Cineinneti  94,5 p.m 12= nom  
•
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 3e6 No. 374
Leave Paducah  1240 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
Aseive Carbondale  4:25 Pap 8:40 01.
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 6:ao
Arrive St. Louis  8130 p.m. 7:so cm.
SOUTH SOUND No. 3o5 No. vs
Leave St. Louis  7'45 11-511 940 p.m.
Lea,, Chicago  2:50 a.m Ones p.m.
Leave Cabondale  1.1 40 ant 7103 am,a
Arrive Paducah  3:35 p.m 11:00 am.
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINZ,
NOW!' BOUND 101-801 535-835
Leave Nashville  8:so a.m.  
Leave Hepkinsville  15:20 a.m. 6:40 can  
Leave Princeton  a :35 0-n1 7:45 am. 
Arrive Paducah  4:15 el m 9:25 cm
Leave. Paducah  6:15 p.m.. 9.30 cm
Arrive Cairo  745 p.m 11:10 2.ID 
  .
/terve St. Loads  7120 Lox 4:..), 9-11:1  .
Arrive Citicagpo  8:30 a.= 9:30 p.m
SOUTH BOUND ina-Slta 1,6,4,44
Leave Chicago  15:so p.m. 9:0 Con.
Leave St Levis  11:46 Pm t :so p.m
Leave Cairo  dam IUD. 5:55 P.M
Arrive Paducah  745 a-sn 740 Pm
Leave Paducah  7:50 s_ m.. 3:10 p.m.
Arrive Princeton  9:49 a-tn. 4:45 P-n1
Arrive Hopkinsville 6:to p.m.
Arrive Noshville 9:25 P.m . 
• • •
Trains marked (5) run daily exeePt Sunday. All other trains
daily. Trains 103 and ma carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains 01 and Ka sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New ()thane. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers between
Pa.ducah and St. Louis. Train c•i, connects at East Cairo with Chieagn
sleeper. For farther information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. If. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Park cab, Ky.
F W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo lieTille. CY.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chia" 1116 -
1•11' B RR,' L. P A.. at Lwils. a
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
REAL E TATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REA, ES': " ?STERN KENTUCKY FARM f.A.St
SIGNITHLT PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. virrouy
ICRIkITUOCY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE DIST
PIUS TO ElraZYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
PDG'4 IN. WNITYTIEMOR Pauhk„*.rt„
1 In
Paducah Transfer Compani,
(incorporried)
GENERAL CARTAGE _BUSINESS
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING P,EIGHT, MACHU,
ENT AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND ROE. BOTH PHONES.
ann-i
• 0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendenttinge windows were not curta:ned
and the white-haired woman eti he arat Fraternity Building.
carriage sat erect like a woman in Old Phone 498 Red; New Phonegood health ;mei. fea.of, 241
2ADUCAH. KiENTUCEY
tiV‘
•.•
P. D•liFITZPATIRICkos
A. S. DABNE Y
—DENTIST—
Truehart
TEL. 70-
••
•OM.. •
LAN GSTAFF•DOKM MANUFACTURING 0 MPANY
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
lath
GUM, BEECH
Seth Phones 26
brieeperniod.
L Yc flow U Gum M Ash B Maple E Oak R Sash, Bltors,Pine ' Poplar Beech • Walnut Elm Interior
Finish
4WD OM FLO() 'ING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRM, HOLLOW BACKED AND_POLISHED. TWIN BRAND— OUR OWN MAKE
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.. 
. 438 South Second- i
liteDERS DOLLAR SAFETY RAZ OR. THE NEWEST THING IN
Sii:FETIES. TR YONE 30 DAYS--!,10NEY BACK IF NOT SATIS
P
MTHERSONS DRUG STORE
EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOURTH and BROADWAY
RIVER NEWS
River Stage&
is.i, rising.
Chattanooga. 4 7, falling.
Cincinnati,. 12.4, falling.
F.vansville, to.9, fallifig.
Florence, 34, falling.
Johnsonvile, o.3, fallitig
Louisville, 5.5, falling.
Mt Carmel, 1.2, standing.
Nashville, 8.6. falling.
Davis Island Dam, 6.s. rising.
St. Louis, 5A rising.
Mt. Vernon, to.3, falling.
Paducah. 10 3. falling.
Burnside, a, falling
Carthage, as,
The "Tom Boy" will be let into the
river from the dry docks Saturday.
The Henry Harley left yesterday
for Fsaneville and comes back tOMOr-
The Lizzie Archibald has been
palled net on the dry docks for cc-
The City of Saltillo passed out of
the Tennessee 'river lest night en
route back to St. Louis
The Joe Fowler come• in today
from Evansville and gets out immedi-
ately on her return that way.
The steamer Clyde got out yester-
day for the Tennessee river. She
comes back next Monday night.
The Dick Fowler gets out for Cai-
rn If 9 o'clock this morning. To-
night she returns about it o'clock.
The Georgia Joe will pass up
morrow bound from Memphis to On-
einnati. She left the former place
yesterday.
The Buttorff went to Nashville yes-
lerday and, coming back Sunday, lays
until Monday before getting out for
Clarksville •
The steamer Kentucky comes out of
the Tennessee river tonight and lays
• until 5 o'clock Saturday afternoon be-
fore skipping away on her return
trip.
Parties desiring the best table ser-
vice it parties, dinners or any social
feature. can Dick Logan, old phoe
23Sh
Bettor your FlCisbrnan yeast tick-
et, * us and we wifi. redeem them
are give you nicv-frech`lyeast for
them, at Biederman's.
••••••
ose•••••••••••••••mmliesesell
HOUSEHOLD
MEDICINES.
The following Ls a list
cn simple safe remedies, very
often needed to overcome
the little ills that occur in
every household.
Spirits of Camphor for
cold in the head.
Tincture of Arnica
sprains and bruises.
Water of Amonia, for
sting and bit of Insects.
Aromatic Spirks of Anem-
ia, as a stimulant in sick
headache and faintint
Bicarbonate of Soda, as a
dressing for burns.
Essence of Ginger, for
colic.
Essence of Peppartnint
for sick stomach vomit-
ing.
Curtulated Yemen% is the
best healing salve.
for
R. W. W LHER CO.,
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and Lreadwity.
Both Phones ins.
NO TORN UP STREETS
FOR THIS WINTER proved. by the fact that the. meetinglast night adopted resolutions de-
vounc ng Gov. Cox for removing the
election commissioners of the county
anti appointing a new commission.
1 .., sk ecnounted Gov.
Cox as a traitor to the democratic
party.
An injunction issued by Judge \\
!.; Laughlin of Memphis has been
o.ived upon the new commission and
the .old comm;ssioners say they will
so ahead and hold the election.
A "WHITE MAN'S EvaiNG SPENT MYSTERY IN
LEAGUE" FORMED IN DANCING THE ACCIDENT
HAPPY TIME HAD LAST NIGHT SM•••••=••••••••••••••• 
•
MANY JOINED THE BODY IN AT HOTEL CRAIG ON RAILROAD OFFICIALS UNABLE
FAYETTE COUNTY,' JEFFERSON. TO ACCOUNT FOR THE
TENN. TRAGEDY.
League Was Formed Partly on Ac-.
count of Threatened Negro
Uprising.
(Continued trom Page (b'ne.)
shaw creek behold The inspector
stated though tl.at this party had dis-
connected the pipe on being ordered
to do so, and there was no further
cause for complaint from this source.
(thin of that Nicinity claimed pipe
accummulations ran oat that proved
unhealthy, and the board had the in-
spector to find iron whose home the
pipe came:
The board ratified the permission
President Wilhelm had given to the
Independent Telephone company to
lay too feet of underground conduit
from Jefferson, north on Fifth street
Superintendent Kebbler of the light
plant was directed to make out a re-
quisition showing what extra supplies
he ncedsd on hand for use in case
any of the present powerhouse equip-
ment gave out
The . street inspector informed the
board that lie could commence
spreading chi gravel today on the
dirt fill in CAdwell street near the
Union depot .srhere the new concrete
culvert has jest been put
Permission vas given for the N., C..
& St. L. railroad to lis4 the city's
horse roller te roll the railroad drive-
ways. The company is In pay the
municipality the regailar rates charged
for use of the machine
The street corner arc light on Sev-
enth and Norton streets was ordered
moved to Sixth and Nortott.
For eight years past the city has
had a street electric light stationed at
the Illinois Central railroad round-
house The clerk of the board was
directed to look up the records to
see on what teams the city put the
light there for the railroad people's
use.
At present...where Seventh street. if
entendecl, would touch Norton. the
N.. C. & St. L. railroad uses the
ground for its yards. The board
thinks this ground has been dedicated
to the city for extension of Seventh
all the way through from Jones to
Husbands street. and directed the
city solicitor to look up the records
and see if the N.. C: & St. L is using
the ground :is its yard,. witheit:.t
aathority.
Property owners complained to he
board that someone had built a priv-
ate fence across the public alley run-
ning through the block bounded by
Second. Third. Ohio and Tennessee
street. The board directed Street In-
spector Elliott to clear the passage-
way of this obstruction.
A letter was read from Euperin-
tendent Egan of the Louisville divi-
sion of the T. C.. wherein he said he
had directed the road department to
',confer with Engineer Washington,
1 and see about the road immediately
I moving over to 
one side of First
street the railroads tracks for the
"river front" switch. These rails have
ta be taken from center of the street
between Broadway and Washington
and put over on the east side of First,
in order not to interfere with the/
storm sewers, concrete pavements and
brick streets to go down on First.
Someone w'thout authority hauled
away about 7,x) of the city's brick
from Second and Washington streets,
and as result the board ordered the
inspectors tht city keep on the pub-
lit improvement works to notify
Street Trispeetne Akonno Elliott when
there was any surplus material to he
baffled . awaY, so it can be looked
after by Mr. rtliott's men and theft
prevented by anyone unscrupulous
enough to take the eityla - material
withont permission.
5. A. Scott was directed to ether
Somerville. Tenn., Oct. 31.—Many
white men of Fayette county last
ii ght joined thc "White Man's
League" which was organized here
lost night. That the movement was
lespired as much by polities as by
genuine fear of a negro uprising, is
Static, Galvanic, Fa-
radic, Electricity and
vibratory Massage for
Female and Nervous
Diseases. Dr. J. W.
Pendley, 311 B'w'y.
Virginia Sweet Pankake flour and
that Sugary Sugar House Malsases
are mighty fine., 'For sale at Mei-
et man's.
repair or remove the defective awning
from in front of the Seventh and
Broadway building formerly occupied
by Hays' drug store, and which build-
ing belongs to Mr. Scott The awn-
ing endangers anyone passing be-
neath it.
George Emery was ordered to have
moved some stone be lett piled on
Fountain avenue between Jefferson
and Monroe streets. The stone is in
front crf some of his mother's prop-
erty that he was looking after
Further time was given the city
engineer in which to ,look into the
defective .storm sewers, clraimtge at
the mouth of Maiden alley on Broad-
way.
The hoard of works has decreed
that no signs of any nature shall
overhang or be stood upon the public
sidewalks, except suspended electric
signs in front of people's places of
business. It is reported to them that
some have signs standing on the
streets, and others have them hang-
ing from, or painted on poles of the
telephone and private light com-
panies. The board issued an order di-
recting the telephone and light com-
panies to warn people against paint-
ing or tacking signs on the poles of
the corporations, else they will be
prosecuted.
Some of the confectioners and other
merchants pull their movable fruit
stands out several feet onto the pub-
lic sidewalk fronting their places of
business, and this obstructs the pave-
ments to the extent that the board
issued an order prohibiting the mer-
chants of this character from using
more than two feet of the pavement
extending out from the front wall of
their building.
Red Men's Lodge Will Give Hand-
some Smoker tomorrow Evening
at Club Room.
,
Last evening the guests of Hotel
Craig, of Fifth and Jefferson strets.
ei.joyeid a delightful Haliow'een
dance, together with a number of
their friends, and a happy time was
passed upon the popular riming hall
Trucks on the Submerged Cars
Were Also Showr. to Be in
e Good Condition.
Otto' 'iqrk, Oct 31.—Officials .•1
sylvania road. have been un-
a br4 etermine the direct cause of
tho ter at Atlantic City, a‘cord
tioor that was cleared of tables and mg o the following statement made
chairs for the occ..sion The jolly public at thc local offices of the corn
throng remained until an early hour
this miring enjoying the diversion.
---
Cotillion Club Dance.
.kt The Palmer next Wednesday oh the Thoroughfare bride Sunda).
evening the Cotillion club will. give • All posaible theories advanced have
dance. The club meets with Mr been Ireced to .the bottom, but the
-'rank Boone at his office nest Sun- cause pi the derailment of the electric
day afternoon to_.......reorganize and elect train ispeto better known now than
officers. ' at first
• "It was hoped that the trucks of
.\bt and .Liach weic the composers
Matinee altaliadas
clue. but they didnot
raal:ty :. carefully  °InCere
the care raised out of the water would
officials of the company. including
general, manager Atterbery, Chief
Electrierugineer George Gibbs, Gen
eral Superintendent of 1Notfre Power
A. W. Gibbs and others. •
"The truck!, were intact, and there
was nothing ahem either the wheels
Wormer Paducah Girl. or other parts to throw any light on
Last evening at St. Louis Miss the matter
Willie Cornelius of that city and Mr. "A thorough t saminaHon of the
I.eslie Morrison Curtis of New York, bridge and the oieehanism used in
married at the bride's home, 5064 moving the draw showed these were
Cahezne Mac The had* • a Poloir in perfect shape .All evidence shows
young lady formed,' of this eiti• that the rails were exictly in place.
Charming Evisaiag. 
Aside from the fact that the inter-
locking signals could not have shown,
It. many homes of the city bet SW. a clear track otherwise. the bridge
ening Hallow'enn parties were given. tender is positive that the rails on the
and jolly many draw and those on the stationary
part of the bridge fitted precisely
-i-.1'When the train approached he was
standing within three or four feet of
the point *here the rails joined and
he looked at the track to see all was
right. The officials examined the
bridge structure and found it strong
and safe in every respect.
forming subject for discussion and
rendit'on at the meting of the Mat-
inee Musicale club yesterday after -
root, at the Eagles' Home on Sixth
and Broadway. lit'ss Isabel Mahon
M a, the leader, and a fine time had
by the members.
gathering. -had by
Magnolia Circle Dance.
The Magniolia grove of the Wood-
men of the World will give a dance
tomorrow evening at the Woodmen's
hall on North Fourth street
Red Men's Smoker.
The lodge of Red Men have ar-
ranged for a handsome smoker to be
given to mqrrow evening at their
hall on North Fourth street. It will
occur after the secret meeting of the I
lodge, and be for the members alone
It will occur in the clubrooms which
have been newly furnished and equip-
ped
Morning Nuptials.
Miss Nettie Jones, of this cite. and
Dr. F. M. Dorra; of Bandana, Bal-
lard countf were marired yesterday
morning at 9 o'clock at the resi-
dence of the bride's mother. Mrs
Mary Jones of 1204 Trimble street.
A few friends and the relatives were
in attendance, and following the
ceremony the couple left Inc their
home in Bandana.
Very pretty and winsome is the
popular bfide who has many friends
in this city, while the groom is the
well known physician of Bandana.
Violet, Ultra-Violet,i
and X-Ray treatment
used in Cancer and
Skin Diseases. Dr. 3.1
W. Pendley, 311 B'w'y.
er thorough investigation the
Pennsylvania railroad officials have
found no explanation of the accident
SUbscribe for the Register.
f •I•
POPULAR WANTS.
• • • • • • • • + * + • • • •
WANTED—To purchase bird dog
tutween seven and eighteen -months
old trained 4 otlierwtse. A. J. Ho-
gan, 722 Kentucky ave.
.44
FOR RENT—Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping, for $12 per
month. • Apply 1246 Broadway
- 
. •
FOR RENT—One *partial( nt in
"Sans Souci" apartments. 308 North
n St Steam fiesta W. E. Cochran.
LOST—Large pocketbook with Sim
In bills. and $33 worth of checks pay-
able to Contractor George Ingrain,
who lost it. Finder return to Ike**
t_er and get reward.
I have opened a first class restaur-
ant at 2213 Kentucky avenue, next
door to Third street, and will be
pleased to have you call Best service
promotly rendered. LES PURDY
Export AcconntanL
Vs ill post, examine, systematize and
at.dit books by the day, week. or the
job. Tetras' Reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH. Jr. rig Fratern
ity building
WANTED FOR V. S. AP.MY—
Able-bodied unmarried men bet wean
of, at and 3a; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English For information ap
ety to Recruiting Officer. New RI*
e-onel House. Padocale Ky.
WARNING.
COAL WILL ADVAtICL TWO
CENTS A BUSHEL NOVEMBER
rST. DON'T TAKE CHANCES ON
DEALERS WHO ARA COM-
PLAINING OF THEIN NINES
INABILITY TO SHIP THEM
COAL PLACE YOUR ORDER
WITH BRADLEY BMOC. AND
REST EASY KNOWING TOUR
ORDER WILL BE FILLED
PROMPTLY WITH THE BEST
COAL BROUGHT TO THE MAR-
KET. WE HAVE A LARGE SUP-
PLY IN OUR SHEDS IN RE-
SERVE AND OUR MINES AU
SHIPPING US DAILY.
LUMP sac. X00 sac. NUT vie
PER BUSHEL
PHONE 339 BRADLEY ^ ROB
Largest, Best and Biggest Selling
Coppoight Novels of the Day
The most powerful nOwd if this book in ihe united State* today.
Rezanov, by Gertrude Ashartio Barr. This is the biggest selling
talented author.
House of Defence, B4111100. This The Lady Evelyn, by Max Peta-
ls Benson's latest and greatest berton. Here is a problem. Every
work, girl hopes to have one like it to
Doc Gordon, by Mary E. Wil- solve.
brisse--ereeetnan. Far and away the A Rock in the Baltic, by
the best book written by this Robert Barr. A rattling good
popular author.
..
Aladin 
ns=o 
. 
f law*, romance and ad-
The Man Between, by
These are beautiful books, illustrated in
bindings and our special price is only pc.
this price. We receive all the new beeks
published and we cut prime on all books.
color, regular 111,5o
Sold only by us at
as noon as they ar•
1 9.f.IVIlson at Harbour's Department Store••••
Dons Wait
TOO LONG COAL
itUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCE$
Genuisseirradewater
Real Pittsburg
GET OUR PRICES BEFOR.E YOU BUY
West KentuckSyoal Co.
INC WO
Office and ElevatorMaX rihio Both Phones:
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